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EUROPE’S FINEST
RIVER CRUISES

8 days from £1,099pp
14 days from £1,699pp

RHINE, DANUBE, MOSELLE,
MAIN, RHÔNE OR SEINE
There are many vessels cruising European rivers but few ships can match the luxury and
elegance of our selection of five-star vessels including the five-star Lord Byron, William
Shakespeare, Jane Austen and brand new Charles Dickens, all boasting superb cuisine
and the most comfortable surroundings possible.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:
• Return rail connections on selected dates and cruises from over fifty regional stations*
• Standard class reserved seat on Eurostar from London St. Pancras or flight from a
choice of regional airports (at a supplement)
• Beautifully appointed five-star cabins with hotel standard beds, private bathrooms
and river views
• Exceptional cuisine with full board throughout
• A choice of ten stunning cruises, see the website to view our videos
• Very extensive and fully inclusive touring programmes
• Escorted by an experienced cruise manager

01283 744373
or visit: www.lioriviera.co.uk (Quote LIO)
To make a booking call:

See our website for full booking terms and conditions.*Supplements may apply.

PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

The ‘Foundation’ of Our
Greatest Service
English is considered one of the most
difficult languages to learn. Why?
Sometimes the words don’t make
sense. For example, there isn’t a pine
or apple in a pineapple. I’m being
partly facetious, but it is true that
many words are problematic. NonEnglish speakers struggle with the
difference between homework and
housework, moral and morale, and
collage and college.
But one word that makes a lot of
sense, especially as used by Lions, is
“foundation.” The foundation of a
home is the concrete or masonry
that supports it. Appropriately,
“foundation” also means a
fundamental principle, or supporting
material or the base on which
something rests. Our forebears made
a wise choice in 1968 to name our
grant-making arm Lions Clubs
International Foundation. This entity
is indeed the main support of what
Lions do. It embodies our

www.lionsclubs.co

fundamental principles. It’s our
sturdy, reliable base for Lions’
service.

Lions clubs could conceivably
function without LCIF. But the world
would be much less pleasant place.
Millions more would be blind. After
disasters, people would go hungry
and lack shelter. Youths would not
learn self-respect or learn how to
avoid drugs and alcohol. (Thank you,
Lions Quest!) Measles would kill
many more children. Local
communities would not be able to
avail themselves of health clinics,
schools and playgrounds for those
with disabilities.
LCIF is a brilliant, remarkably
effective way for Lions to multiply our
impact. It’s the way we pool our
resources and channel our good will.
It’s our tool for clubs to serve on a
much larger scale than they could on
their own.

In this issue you will learn more
about the wide scope of LCIF and its
record of service success. Please
continue to generously fund it, as
Lions have done for nearly half a
century. Help Lions help others
through LCIF.

English may not be the easiest
language to learn, but as a language
it’s wonderful for expressing truths
and describing reality. So I can’t say
this any clearer: LCIF is our great
foundation that does a world of good.
Please keep supporting it.

Dr. Jitsuhiro Yamada
Lions Clubs International
President
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Editorial

A belated happy New Year to you all! I
hope you all enjoyed the festive
season and indulged in the finer
things. Christmas has flown past, but
in this issue we take a moment to
pause and look at what clubs around
the MD got up to in December. For
most, Christmas is the busiest time of the year with
many Lions and their friends and families taking to the
streets in their sleighs. What is clear, as you will read in
this issue, is that even though the sums of money raised
were phenomenal, it is the smiles on the children’s faces
(and many adults!) that make it so worthwhile.
Although the majority us will have enjoyed the
Christmas, for many in the North of England it was a
stressful, devastating time when Storm Desmond hit,
causing river banks to burst, flooding the surrounding
towns. Houses, belongings and lives were devastated.
Thankfully local Lion clubs and friends were on hand to
help with the extensive clean-up. On pages 34-35 we
take a look at some of the areas that were affected and
the action Lions took to alleviate some of the immediate
problems caused by the floods.
This issue also looks at our future centenary plans both
nationally and internationally on pages 36-41. We
celebrate our past with memoirs and touchstone stories
and our future with celebratory plans for next year as
outlined by PID Phil Nathan.
What an exciting time to be a Lion!

Clowance (Clo) Lawton
LION Magazine Editor

Production Co-ordinator: Sue Woodgates
Tel: 01778 392062
Email: production@warnersgroup.co.uk
The Maltings, West Street, Bourne, Lincs. PE10 9PH.
Patron of the Lions Clubs of the British Isles
Her Royal Highness The Countess of Wessex

LION British and Irish Edition is published by Multiple
District 105 and printed by Warners (Midlands) plc, on
behalf of Lions Clubs International, 300 22nd Street,
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MULTIPLE DISTRICT SECRETARIAT
257 Alcester Road South, Kings Heath,
Birmingham B14 6BT.
Tel: 0121 441 4544. Fax 0121 441 4510
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PICTURED: When I met Santa
with the lovely Spalding Lions.
Unfortunately, I don’t look
much older than some of the
children Santa was greeting
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Lions Go Full Bore in
Helping Refugees
Lions clubs work like this: they see a
need in their community and they fill
that need. Lions Clubs International
works much the same way: we
become aware of a pressing
large-scale problem or crisis and
then address it. Other Lions leaders
and I are horrified at the appalling
refugee crisis in Europe, the largest
since the end of World War II. The
refugees have abandoned their
homes, risked their lives and fled
Syria and Iraq typically with little
more than the clothes on their backs.

Mothers and fathers cannot feed
their children, shelter them from the
elements or adequately protect them
from disease.
At headquarters we immediately saw
the opportunity for a cross-border
collaboration and quickly assembled
a LCI/LCIF Refugee Steering
Committee to funnel aid to refugees
without delay. LCIF already has
approved a US$200,000 grant to
assist refugees, and our foundation
has received from Lions more than

another $312,000 for refugees. That
amount will surely grow. The
committee will provide guidance to
Lions on developing impactful
projects and seek out partnerships
with other groups to maximize the
efficiency and effectiveness of our
aid. Chaired by the very capable
International Director Helmut
Marhauer of Germany and Lion
Claudia Balduzzi of Italy, the
committee also includes Lions from
Greece, Turkey and other European
nations involved in the crisis.
Lions in Europe have been on
the scene heroically helping
refugees in Turkey and Greece,
even to the point of great
personal risk. However much
we are moved and want to
help, few of us can take time
from work or family to be like
these Lions and personally
deliver aid. But all of us can
support the work of Lions in the
crisis zones or financially
contribute to fundraisers and
projects conceived by clubs and
districts. Please be generous.
Working together, Lions
worldwide can help countless
families obtain food, safety and
the precious opportunity to
restart their troubled lives.

PICTURED: Refugees from
Syria and Iraq in Turkey near
the border with Greece are
getting aid from Lions
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Dr. Jitsuhiro Yamada
Lions Clubs International
President
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YOUR BACK ACHE?

You need the MEDesign Backfriend®
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ü THE portable back support for use in any seat
ü Used by over 500,000 people in 37 countries
ü Made by MEDesign here in the UK
ü Height adjustable back
Exciting
ü 12 month guarantee NEW
products
ü 8 colours available and catalogue
Portable
for 2016.
ü 14 day home trial
®

from back
pain

Get your FREE
copy now.

Therapearl
Tenura Mats

Foot Cleaner

Leg Pillow

Heat Wraps Coccyx Wedge

Back Wrap

Daily Living Aids

✂

PHENOMENALLY SUCCESSFUL
Mr W, Hants
I have to admit that the seat has been and
still is phenomenally successful and exceeds
Birling Back Rest
Gel Pillows
all expectations I had for it. To be honest, I Staybowlizer
harboured a few reservations as to the FOR FULL DETAILS AND YOUR FREE BACK PACK CATALOGUE
01704 542373 EMAIL lm@medesign.co.uk
literature's claims when I ordered it. But CALL
POST coupon to MEDesign Ltd, FREEPOST, Southport, PR8 1BR
16-LM3
these were put to bed within three days of Name:
receiving it. I have absolutely no reservations Address:
in recommending it to anyone as a sure fire
workable aid to chronic back pain.
Post Code:

AwArds & AnniversAries

Ambassador of Goodwill
On 19th of January 2016, PDG Lion
William (Bill) Blake was presented an
Amabassador of Goodwill award at
Kings Lodge in South Nutfield,
Surrey. PID Lion Howard Lee, DG
Lion Bob Prebble, DO Lion Mike
Shaw (Editor of SE News), President
Lion David Kitching, PDG Lion Brian
Watts, Lion Mike Eagle (event
organiser) and Guildford Lions Club
members presented the award on
behalf of International President Dr.
Jitsuhiro Yamada.
Bill he joined the Guildford Lions
Club in 1969, becoming the Club's
3rd Vice President in 1971 and Club
President in 1974-75. Over the years
he has served in various capacities
but particularly enjoyed serving as
Activities Chairman having led the
organisation of the Club's main fund
raising event, the Easter Show and
introduced a number of new events
including the still successful annual
Raft Race. In 1978-1979 he chaired
the Club's committee, organising the
District Convention and in 1986-88
the Club and Zone Committee
organising the 1988 MD
International Youth Centre at
Guildford University.
In 1974, he established the first
communications link with the Cyprus
medical authorities 48 hours after
the conflict with Turkey started. He
daily relayed orders for urgent drugs
and medical supplies to the Cypriot
High Commissioner in London
and subsequently became MD
Co-ordinator for the Cyprus Relief
Appeal collecting and shipping
donated clothing and aid to Cyprus
and later toured and reported on
the status of refugee camps on
behalf of LCIF.

IN HIS CITATION TO
INTERNATIONAL
PRESIDENT JITSUHIRO
YAMADA, PID HOWARD
LEE WROTE:
times, including early pioneering of
the District's twinning with District
111MN in Germany.
He was appointed Zone Chairman in
1979-1980 and Deputy District
Governor in 1980- 81 followed and
District Secretary 1981-84. From
1988-1989 he was District Public
Relations Committee Chairman.
From 1991-1992 to 1995-1996 he
held the office of District Treasurer.
He was elected Vice District
Governor for 1996- 1997 and District
Governor 1997-1998.

From 1976-1978, he was Deputy to
the MD105 Chairman of the Europa
Forum Committee and from 19791981 he served as MD105
International Relations Officer.

From 1999-2002 he acted as District
Sergeant at Arms, Convention
Chairman, Health & Safety Officer
and served on the MD105
International Convention Committee,
acting as its Chairman 2000-2003
and 2005-2006. Shortly after,
he chaired the District
Forwarding Committee.

Throughout the period 1975-1987 he
held the office of District
International Relations Officer many

Lion Bill has also served as the
Leadership and Training Officer,
Chairman of the Membership Action
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“Lion Bill Blake has dedicated his
life to Lions for the last 45
years, and I attach details of his
many offices held and
accomplishments achieved. Bill
has always been exceptionally
willing and able to undertake
any office or task asked of him,
and always does so with
efficiency and great success.
When asked to lead in a project
or situation, he is more than
capable of doing so, and when
asked to support, he does so
happily and with full
commitment. He is a Lion of the
highest calibre in all respects,
and if we had more like him in
our ranks, we would be truly
blessed. Bill’s health is now
failing him, and he has taken a
back seat, so this would seem to
be an appropriate time to
recognise his 45 year of
success. I would highly
recommend him for an
Ambassador of Goodwill Award.”

www.lionsclubs.co
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Committee, District
MERL Chairman and
MD105 MERL Chairman
(2005-2007).
From 2008-2011, he
acted as District Young
Ambassador Chairman, and MD105 Public
Relations Committee Chairman 2009-2012.

British Empire
Medal

In 2009-2010 he became District
Constitutions, Nominations and Resolutions
Officer, and most recently (2011-2014), he
was District Disaster Response Officer,
forging a partnership with Lions in Germany
to supply water purification units to areas of
recent disaster.
Many years ago, Bill used his professional
skills in assisting Lions Clubs International to
draw up a disaster plan for International
Conventions. Bill has also served from time to
time on various other District and MD
committees, and acted as advisor in mane ad
hoc situations.
Outside of Lions, he has been a member of
various societies in the Guildford area. He
was the Chairman of Meadow Sports Club in
Woking and for 25 years he was the Show
Director and Chairman of the Guildford Show
Society. He was also Vice Chairman,
Treasurer & Trustee of the International
Glaucoma Association (IGA), and is a
Freeman of the City of London.
In his professional career, he has been
involved in the airline industry at a corporate
and international level for 55 years as a
specialist in operational crisis management
and post disaster planning; the last 30 years
of which have been as a consultant. Prior to
that he held various posts with British
European Airways, British Airways, The
Hamble Centre, Airline Training Associates,
Kenyon Emergency Services. In addition to
his consultancy and airline training activities
he also runs an MSc Course at the University
of Hertfordshire, and Chairman of the
Institute of Emergency Management.

THE AMBASSADOR OF GOODWILL
AWARD
It is the highest award that any Lion
can receive from LCI. There are up to
40 given out each year across the
whole of the world. Only the President
can approve them. There have been
12 recipients in MD105 over the last
65 years.

www.lionsclubs.co

PICTURED: Tony Ives with
former Mayor of Blandford,
Bob Brannigan

Dennis Parker has been awarded a British Empire Medal for his
services to the community in and around Uttoxeter. The
84-year-old will travel to Buckingham Palace to
receive his award from HM Queen Elizabeth.
A spokesman for the New Year's Honours said, "He was founder
member of the Uttoxeter Lion's club in 1975 and is now the only
charter member remaining. In 1998, he was elected chairman of
the Millennium Committee where he was responsible for raising
£80,000 for the improvement and extension of the Denstone
Village Hall by organising local event's and applying for
local grants.”

PICTURED: Tony Ives with
former Mayor of Blandford,
Bob Brannigan

A Lion since 1993, Blandford & District Lions Club Secretary, Tony
Ives, is to receive the British Empire Medal for his services to
youth clubs and the community in Dorset.
Tony has given his time and energy to youth clubs in his own
village, Winterborne Kingston, and further afield as well as the
Parish Council and Parochial Church Council. He has also worked
tirelessly for Blandford Bowls Club.
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Lions’ Letters

Letters To The Editor
Dear Editor,

Now that the Lion magazine has begun to include many
articles/publicity about the recent Daffodil Appeal collections
made by Lions under the partnership agreement with Marie
Curie, the subject was raised at our recent Zone meeting.
Whilst it is a very worthwhile cause, this Zone does wonder
what exactly do Lions get out of the partnership? Yes, we get
lots of ‘photos and acknowledgements in our own “in house”
magazine, but there appears to be no acknowledgement in any
general press releases, nor on the main Marie Curie website,
nor their one relating to the Daffodil Appeal. On the latter there
is a montage of 33 photos, none of which are recognisable as a
Lion. Their main website contains references to various forms
of corporate partnerships, but nowhere could we find a
mention of partnership with the Lions Clubs. In 2014, Lions
raised £115,546 for Marie Curie, and in 2015, £146,791.
Admittedly set against the overall total of funds raised from the
Daffodil Appeal of £8.26million in 2014 and £7million (to date)
in 2015, these are small amounts, but surely some general
acknowledgement should be forthcoming of the partnership,
and not just “in house” thanks. Perhaps individual clubs and
members should just continue to independently support this
charity (as many had already done so prior to the partnership)
and just advise an MD co-ordinator of the amounts they raise
so that the Lions organisation can keep a running total of the
amount raised. This would free Marie Curie employees from
having to collate the information and passing it on to the Lions.
Their time would then be better spent in other fundraising
activities, rather than producing information only for Lions use.
Witney Lions Club raised this query some months ago with
Cabinet via our Zone Chair. The response was that, to raise
our profile, we should always ensure that our tabards were
worn. Actually, this is of not much use as the collecting trays
with their high back section basically hide the Lions Logo and
most of a club’s name. Marie Curie, obviously aware of this
“problem”, have their logo at almost neck height and is easily
seen. The advertising posters which are available are of course
of some help to show our name. Two clubs in our Zone no
longer collect. Another has decided not to collect in future –
both because of lack of acknowledgement and for recently
being approached by the Charities local organisers to ask for
assistance as “they had not done much for the Charity
recently”, even though they had in fact collected outside
Tesco’s for three days for them, plus the day’s collection in
March as part of the partnership daffodil appeal! The fourth
club is considering its position.
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On a related issue, there is a separate website, which was
initially hard to find, but its name has now been shortened,
(search under) “Lions Clubs and Marie Curie Partnership 2015”.
This shows the breakdown of the individual amounts collected
by participating clubs and is the only site of theirs in which the
Lions name is mentioned. There was also a problem in 2014 in
trying to access information. That site was eventually found,
but it contained numerous errors. For instance, Witney’s 4
days of collections, totalling £2883.08, were not shown at all,
and many other club’s had duplicate entries, (one even had 4
entries – all for exactly the same amount and for a two days
collecting period at one venue). These errors were advised to
Marie Curie via their Oxfordshire co-ordinator, and to the Lions
District co-ordinator. These were then corrected, but then,
when the 2015 figures were initially produced, it was found
that the list was in fact the 2014 corrected figures, but dated
as 2015. Again a query was raised and it would now appear
that the 2015 figures are shown correctly. Certainly they are
for the Witney and Banbury Clubs, but other clubs might like to
check their own entries on that site. The Charity is very
professionally run, so it was disappointing that such initial
errors occurred. Rotary appear not to have the need for a
partnership agreement with the Charity, and leave it up to
their clubs to be involved if they want to, on an individual
basis, so why do we? If Lions in general do not get proper
national acknowledgement for all their hard work and
commitment to a (well deserving) multi million pound National
Charity, why is the partnership needed? Should it just be left
up to individual clubs and members to volunteer their services
individually and locally as/when they feel the need?

Peter Claxton

Minute Secretary for the Zone N meeting of
District 105-A, held 24th September 2015
Dear Peter,

(What do Lions get out of the partnership with Marie Curie and
the Great Daffodil Appeal)
Thank you for your letter Peter raising your zones concerns
about the partnership.
There are very few partnerships that Lions have nationally
which have enabled so many Lions Clubs to collectively get
involved in supporting a national charity but at a local level.
The funds raised offer care and support for our loved ones
suffering with a terminal illness.

www.lionsclubs.co
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Over the last 3 years, 425 Lions Clubs have been involved
raising just over £500,000. This significant amount of money
is ring-fenced and to be spent on 25,000 hours of local
nursing care in either a persons’ home or in a Marie Curie
Hospice nearest to where the monies has been collected.
The partnership enables Lions members to wear Lions tabards
and promote their Lions club whilst wearing the Marie Curie
Daffodil hats. Some Lions Clubs hosting collections promote
their club by displaying their Lions banners. This year we
have the Lions Clubs logo, strapline and website details placed
on all the collection boxes for Lions hosting collections.
Lions Clubs are one of only 3 key supporters to the charity
and as such we are shown on the following section of the
website https://www.mariecurie.org.uk/getinvolved/companies/partners/key-supporters We also have a
partnership page that enables Lions members to access the
new guidelines https://www.mariecurie.org.uk/getinvolved/daffodil-appeal/lions-clubs-and-marie-curiepartnership-2015 and contact details for your local fundraiser.
There may be some anomalies in the figures shown online and
these have been duly rectified as Marie Curie were operating
two ways of collating information and this is now more
efficient and effective. Lions Clubs have been given the
opportunity by Marie Curie to be involved in a variety of ways
to help to raise our profile, for example: featuring in video
clips, recorded interviews, advertisements and case studies all
published and shared offline (with press and media) and
online (through social media and websites) enabling Lions
members to wear and promote their Lions Clubs with the
emblem on their jumpers, tabards and pin badges.
This is how Marie Curie see the partnership, “In 2015, Lions
Clubs and Marie Curie entered into a further three-year
collections partnership for the Great Daffodil Appeal. Each
year Marie Curie has special permission to contact local Lions
Clubs, using the Lions Directory, to ask if they would consider
organising local collections for the Great Daffodil Appeal.” It
stresses the voluntary nature of the partnership, Lions Clubs
choose to support the partnership or not.
Our future wish would be for all of our 20 national
partnerships to give us this opportunity, as it would enable
Lions Clubs to have a much higher profile with the public in
which all our Lions Clubs would benefit from.
Warmest regards

The Lions PR & Marketing Team

MDHQ

Dear Editor,

Thank you for publishing the excellent letter from Colin
Hibberd of Sleaford and District Lions Club concerning the
appalling treatment of the Lionesses. This letter was
discussed at our recent club meeting and we unanimously
agreed with the sentiments expressed about the wholly
unacceptable way this matter has been handled.
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Within our zone we have a very successful Lioness Club who
serve their community very well. They have been an
extremely important part of our zone activities and their loss
with, I am sure, some associated losses from Lions who feel
that the Lionesses have been betrayed, will have a detrimental
effect on the zone. This enforced loss of membership from a
successful club following the closure of a club within the zone
because of small membership numbers will do absolutely
nothing to improve membership, quite the reverse.
We agreed that as a club all our future energies should be
directed at local activities in support of those in need in our
area.
This matter has been shrouded in secrecy behind the wish of a
few in the hierarchy to convert all clubs to CIOs. It has been
treated as a fait accompli without the support or agreement of
members and clubs. It is time that those in the higher
echelons of the Multiple District, so accurately described by
Lion Colin as egotistical, remember that they are appointed by
the members to openly and transparently serve Lionism as a
whole and protect such matters as 'Every Penny Counts' which
is at risk and could be untrue as soon as the first Club converts
to a CIO.

Geoff Rhodes

Rottingdean and Saltdean Lions Club

Dear Fellow Lions of MD105,

I am writing to express my heartfelt thanks to you all for the
most generous donations towards the Flood Relief Fund for
District 105BN.
Early in December 2015, Storm Desmond hit Cumbria, with
many towns and villages affected. On Boxing Day, yet more
storms hit the District causing further flooding which extended
from Manchester to Carlisle. More than 8000 homes were
affected by the floods. Many residents were made homeless.
I am fortunate that we have many proactive clubs in the
District that rose to the challenge and immediately mobilised,
and in some cases coordinated the many public spirited
volunteers in their town/village. In many areas the response
was described as having “a wartime spirit.”
I am so proud of the many Lions of MD 105 that responded so
generously to our appeal and to the members who organised
public collections. We certainly proved that “Where there’s a
Need, there’s a Lion.”
On behalf of the people of District 105BN, my thanks go to all
those who have assisted us in making a difference and proving
our motto “We Serve”.
Yours in fellowship and Lionism

Mike Bagnall

District Governor 105-BN

February/March 2016
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Pushing the Bed Out!
A few years ago, Lion John Forrest
rescued two old hospital beds from a
local scrap yard for bed races at the
Northallerton carnival, but until now
these had been left gathering rust.
This was until Lion Andrea Crowe
came up with the idea of a bed push
along the roads of North Yorkshire!
The Club thought that it would never
happen, but they hadn’t reckoned on
the perseverance of Lion Andrea.
Permissions were obtained,
insurances checked and sponsorship
obtained. Barkers store kindly loaned
the Club a mannequin and
Northallerton Caravan Breakers
loaned them a trailer. Add in a few
wigs, fancy dress and an Army
Land Rover from the TA and they
were ready!
Cheered on by family and friends,
the volunteers set off on the 20 mile
journey from Leyburn to
Northallerton. Pushing and pulling
the bed were Lion John (taking time
off from his mayoral duties in
Northallerton), who was dressed for
the occasion and with a multi
coloured wig, Lion Andrea, Lion
President Stuart Cummings and Lion
Andrew Triplow. The convoy also
comprised a front vehicle checking
out the route, a second vehicle with
a trailer containing the spare bed
and, in rear, the Land Rover, with
Lions feather flags wafting in the
wind.
The first hurdle was the Wensleydale
Railway Bridge that was controlled
by lights set quite a way back. With
a rise in the road, the team only just
made it to the top corner before the
traffic set off from the other side.
Then, at Constable Burton there was
a decline before a narrow bridge that
was followed by an incline.
Unsurprisingly, the team had to stop
for a rest after that hill! After this,
the roads started to get busy with a
lot of caravans on the move!
Fortunately, the motorists were
patient and even donated money as
they slowed down to pass.
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The team stopped for a break, where
Lion Andrea’s mum, a member of the
WI, met them with cakes and
sandwiches: it would have been rude
to refuse! However, it was soon back
on the road and onto Bedale Scout
Hut where the Explorer Scouts had
prepared a lunch of soup and a
bread roll. Lion Andrea used the
time to examine the blisters on her
feet - not a pretty sight!
Finally, the team walked onto
Northallerton, with Lion Malcolm
Singleton making up a fifth member
of the bed crew. They resisted the
urge to turn onto the A1(M) (a very
wise decision) and pushed on
towards Morton-on-Swale. By now
the roads were a lot busier with
faster traffic and there were some
visibly tired bodies, but the thought
of making Northallerton Town Hall by
4 o’clock was driving them on. Why
was the time so critical? Well, it was
the weekend of the Northallerton
Beer Festival and their licence
expired at 4PM!
After a last rest just outside Ainderby
Steeple, a mix up with the lead car
and a near miss for the feather flags

with a railway bridge, they finally
made it onto Northallerton High
Street where a crowd of supporters
were waiting for them outside the
Town Hall. A welcome sight!
Did they make last orders? Yes by
the skin of their teeth and even
better, it was £1 a pint!
A massive well done to the crew for
completing the journey and the £800
they raised. Also, a big thank you to
Vasstech of Northallerton for the
corporate sponsorship and to
Bluebird Studios of Northallerton for
printing some fantastic banners.
After a few days they have all
recovered and are looking forward to
the next challenge.
Anyone want to hire a bed?
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Active Tyndale Lions
TYNEDALE LIONS AT PLAY

A further donation from Tynedale Lions saw 1st Vice
President, Peter Hawkins and his wife Sandra invited to
attend the official opening recently of the newly equipped
children’s playground in Bellingham, Northumberland. A
group of local residents and a local Councillor had
campaigned robustly to raise funds and attract grant-aid to
secure this much needed amenity in their village. Tynedale
Lions members were only too pleased to give a sizable
contribution towards the £73,000 cost of the project.

LION QUEEN IS LAUNCHED IN HEXHAM
Tynedale Lions have continued to disburse funds from the
2014 Beer Festival. June saw the official launch of a new
cox-less convertible quad/four rowing boat for the Queen
Elizabeth High School Rowing Club at Tyne Green in
Hexham. This distinctive yellow boat was named Lion Queen
after Tynedale Lions Club who contributed £6,000 towards
the purchase cost of £10,000. The naming ceremony was
conducted in the traditional fashion with Lion President Ian
Cave splashing the champagne. Tynedale Lions are pleased
to have supported the dedicated young members of this
highly successful rowing club. The new boat will
accommodate the ever increasing membership and meets
new national crew competition regulations.

Hethersett District Lions
Community Response
It was at a village fun day in August
last year, that the members of the
Hethersett District Lions Club who
were manning their candy floss stall
first encountered the Mulbarton First
Responders Group. With a stall
nearby, a conversation was soon
struck between the two groups and
the Lions invited the First Responders
along to their first meeting in
September to give a presentation.
The first responders provide an
emergency service triggered by the
East of Anglian Ambulance Service as
a first response in cases of heart
attack, stroke, cardiac arrest and
breathing difficulties. Time is
essential in these cases and they
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generally arrive at the patient long
before the paramedics or ambulances
are able to get there. The first eight
minutes are the most vital for the
collapsed person and if they can get
someone who is trained in first aid
and the use of a defibrillator to that
patient, then their chances of
survival will increase considerably.

September 2015 with the goal of
getting the rest to them as soon as
possible. The Club were then able to
raise the remaining sum by means of
the company car park in Norwich that
they are able to use on Norwich City
Football Club match days to charge
fans to park their cars. This enabled
the Lions to present the £2,500 in
January 2016.

The Club learnt that they were trying
to raise money to purchase a second
kit that cost £3500 as they had
recruited several new members to be
trained as responders but needed a
second kit to be able to provide a
better service. The Club decided to
commit to funding the complete kit.
The Club donated £1000 in

February/March 2016
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Sinatra Comes to Morley
Facts about Frank…
You may not have known!
He recorded 1,414 songs in
the studio in the span of his
career.
Frank Sinatra had at least one
song in the music charts each
year from 1945 to 1995.
He owned a truck company
where Elvis Presley worked as
a young man.

On Wednesday 9th December 2015,
Morley & District Lions welcomed over
450 paying guests to Morley Town Hall
to listen to the songs of the late Frank
Sinatra. Although this is an annual
event it was decided that as it was
100 years since Sinatra was born they
would add a little extra to the show.
With Phil Fryer as Sinatra, he was
accompanied by his swing band and
the added attraction of the very lovely
Vegas Dancers.
There were classic songs from many
decades of his life, including “Fly Me to
The Moon”, “My Way” and many
others made him one of the best
known singers of the last century. He
also sang a number of seasonal songs
and carols.

At the end of the evening many people
stayed behind to thank Phil Fryer on a
great show and to thank the Lions for
organising event. The evening raised a
whopping £2000 and the Club is
already looking forward to organising
next year’s concert.

In 1945, Sinatra made a short
film, The House I Live In, that
spoke out against antiSemitism and racial
intolerance. Ironically, a
decade later, its liberal slant
got him tagged as a
Communist sympathizer
during the McCarthy trials.
Sinatra never testified, but it
was more fodder for his
already growing FBI file.
James Bond has his martinis,
shaken not stirred. And for Ol'
Blue Eyes, the drink of choice
was a mix of four ice cubes,
two fingers of Jack Daniel's
whiskey, and a splash of water.
"This is a gentlemen's drink,"
he once said. Plus, if you want
to hold the drink like Frank,
don't touch the rim. Cup it in
your hand, insulated by a
cocktail napkin.

The audience were asked to join in
with some of the songs and carols,
which they did with great vigour. After
several encores the audience gave a
standing ovation at the end of the
show. The Master of Ceremonies
for the evening was Lion Roy Field,
and he could not resist getting in on
the act.
Morley Lions ran a licensed bar, tea
and coffee stall, plus a raffle during
the interval.
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PICTURED: Phil Fryer
with his Vegas Dancers
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Helping Harrison

PICTURED: BACK ROW (L to R): Brian Hornsby Balsall
Common Lions, Adrian Harris Knowle & Dorridge Lions,
Joy Fine Balsall Common Festival, Allan Bailey Knowle
& Dorridge Round Table and Helen Bates (Mum).
FRONT ROW (L to R): Mark Menzies, Knowle & Dorridge
Round Table, Harrison and Paul Bates (Dad)

Paul Bates, a local resident of Balsall
Common, contacted Balsall Common
Lions seeking their support in
modifying his garden for 9-year-old
son Harrison.
Harrison's condition is undiagnosed.
He has several problems including;
severe neuro-gastric issues resulting
in him being reliant on tube feeding,
hypertonia, meaning he has
difficulties with his balance, gait and
tiredness, as well as dyspraxia which
effects his coordination and
spatial awareness.
Their garden is mostly a boggy
uneven lawn which Harrison finds
difficult to walk on and impossible to
use with his wheelchair when he
needs to. The aim was to provide a
smooth, flat, artificial all weather
surface and paving to give Harrison
“access to all areas”.
Balsall Common Lions Club were
more than happy to be involved, but
the anticipated costs looked
prohibitive. Fortunately, at about the
same time Harrison had had a day
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out with Knowle & Dorridge Round
Table who also committed to the
project and a partnership
was formed.
Paul Thornton Builders were selected
to carry out the work and in just a
week Paul and his assistant, with a
little help from Harrison, transformed
the boggy mess into an all-weather
play area.
Even with this joint effort there was
still a funding shortfall, but thanks to
the additional support of Knowle &
Dorridge Lions and Balsall Common
Festival Committee the whole of the
work was carried out in one go,
meaning that Harrison's trampoline is
now all-weather as well.
Harrison says, “It’s my mini MUGA,
just like at school.” Helen, Harrison’s
mum, explained that MUGA is a
Multi-Use Games Area. “I can’t keep
him indoors, he always wants to be
out kicking a ball or on his
trampoline, which is wonderful for his
strength and balance. His world
has changed!”

PICTURED: Harrison playing
in his new garden
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A Quick Dip! Brrrr!

Rick Talbot, a member of Gnosall
Lions Club was amongst 120
swimmers, many in fancy dress who
braved the Irish Sea on Boxing Day
to take part in the Annual Llandudno
Lions Club Boxing Day Charity Dip.
Rick was taking part in support of
HAEUK, a rare condition which both
he, his daughter and also recently
diagnosed granddaughter are all
fellow sufferers.
HAEUK is a small national charity run
by fellow sufferers and their families
with no professional paid fundraisers
or external funding. Up to present,
Rick has raised in excess £1800,
thanks to the support of fellow Lions,
Lion and Rotary Clubs and individuals
who have all assisted in making this
amazing sum possible.

DISTRICT OFFICER RICK TALBOT
TELLS US MORE…
It all started with a moment of
madness, as these things do, when I
decided to join Llandudno Lions Club
for their Annual Traditional Boxing
Day Dip. My family were to say the
least amused I’m not sure what the
reason was behind this as I had never
done anything like this before! What I
wanted to do was raise both
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awareness and money for a rare
condition called HAE (Hereditary
Angio Oedema) which has affected
myself and my family over the years
and to which my granddaughter had
also recently been diagnosed. I
contacted all local District 105BS
Lions Clubs and friends and family to
enlist their support. The response was
amazing! In fact so much so that
there was no backing out and it also
meant a rather quiet Christmas given
that my wife District Officer Lion
President Pam (Gnosall Lions Club),
together with all of the family had to
get up early to drive the 105 miles to
Llandudno in support.
The day itself was wonderful given
that the weather was vile with
horizontal rain lashing down onto the
Promenade, but the sea itself was
looking as calm as a millpond. We
booked into the hotel, kindly
organised by Llandudno Lions where I
changed into my Lion suit, enjoyed a
quick coffee and joined the parade of
fellow dippers around the hotel,
including meeting fellow Lion friends
from North Wales. The atmosphere
was electric and after a photo call it
was out into the open, along with the
120 plus other hardy souls down onto
the beach and into the sea. It was

cold, but strangely quite pleasant,
perhaps due to the adrenalin flowing,
or just being in the middle of a happy
throng. Before I knew it, it was back
up the beach to get changed, a quick
soup and off to 2nd Vice DG
Theresa’s for lunch.
I should like to thank all fellow Lions
Clubs, fellow Lions and friends and
family for their support. At present I
have raised an amazing £1800 for
HAEUK. Would I do it again? YES! I
can thoroughly recommend it and if I
can do it approaching 70 years of age
then so can anyone else in good
health! However, at present I have
got another idea in the pipeline as a
challenge for next year, if I can get
permission from both Pam and my
local GP! Thank you to Llandudno
Lions Club for their amazing
organisation and to all those who
turned out in their thousands to
support on the beach.
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Take Part in the Great
Spring Bake 2016
LIBRA is encouraging supporters to
take part in the annual Great Spring
Bake 2016 in aid of its Giving 4
Growth Appeal. Now in its third year,
the tasty fundraising challenge is
growing in popularity with more and
more Lions planning their own bake
events. LIBRA Trustees hope that you
will consider taking part by holding a
coffee morning, tea party or cake sale.
The idea is that an event can be held
anytime during the spring and in a
location to suit you.
By getting involved in the Great Spring
Bake you can help to raise funds which
are urgently required by the
Haematology Department at King’s
College Hospital in London, so that the
space and equipment is available for
the development of new lifesaving
treatments for blood cancers. All funds
raised will go towards the Giving 4
Growth Campaign target of £200,000.
Spring Bake 2016 will be our best yet!
The bake provides a perfect opportunity
to fundraise with friends, family, work
colleagues and contacts in the
community. All we ask is that you bake
some tasty goodies, sell them and
donate the funds to LIBRA. Why not
indulge and create some of your
favourite treats!”

LIBRA Trustee Michael Adams
commented, “We hope that the Great

A Guide to the Great Spring Bake is
available to anyone interested in
taking part. It contains all you need
to know about holding a fundraising
event, some top fundraising tips and
recipe ideas.

Please email
info@libralionscharity.org or
call 01428 656283 to confirm
your interest.

PICTURED: Adur East Lions
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Don’t forget to share your recipes
and promote your Great Spring
Bake event at
www.facebook.com/LibraCharity
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Share

Flint & District Lions and wives turned
out in force for the second week
running recently to help support
Share, a new charity formed 3 months
ago to support the homeless and the
refugee crisis in Syria.
A couple of weeks ago, Flint Lions had
a request from Aberystwyth Lions to
help offload a container arriving at
temporary store located in a
warehouse in Flint North Wales. The
container contained clothing for men,
women and children, sleeping bags,
food and toiletries. These items had
been collected by Aberystwyth Lions
Club and Flint Lions were glad to be of
help. The charity workers from Share
asked us if we could help the following
week after they had repacked the
items and added yet more donations to
load into a 50 Foot container bound for
Turkey for Syrian refugees. Once again
the lions were glad to help out and this
time we were joined by other groups
and individuals. The Lions formed two
lines providing a human chain passing
bags on and up to those loading in the
container. It was accomplished in an
hour and a half. Everyone that took
part felt glad they had helped and
were in awe of some of the organisers
who had travelled out to camps to see
what was needed first hand.

For more
information visit
www.shareaid.co.uk

www.lionsclubs.co
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Each issue this section will
focus on a Club, their history
and what they’ve been up to
recently. To appear on this
page, please encourage your
President or Press and
PR Officer to email
lion.editor@lionsclubs.co
with information and
photographs (in a high
resolution JPEG format).

PICTURED: Rodean Leo Club

The world was a very different place
when Brighton & Hove Lions Club
was formed back in 1950. Tea, sugar
and meat were still rationed. Mobile
phones, the Internet and space travel
were the stuff of science fiction.
Chartered in January 1951, this was
only the second chartered Lions Club
in the country. Naturally, during the
intervening 65 years, there have
been changes. The first was when a
separate club was formed in Hove
and the original name was altered to
just Brighton Lions Club. The Club
started off meeting in pubs, but since
1994 meetings have been held at
Lions Dene, a block of flats owned by
the Club through its Housing Society.
One thing hasn’t changed - there is
still a licensed bar! For many years,
membership has remained almost
steady with between 30 and
35 members.
In the early days the Club asked for
coal and chopped wood for to be
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delivered to needy pensioners. Then,
in 1962, the Housing Society was
established to provide housing at
affordable rents for people of
retirement age.
The first donation made by the Club
was £100 to St Dunstan’s, now Blind
Veterans UK. When MD105 was
raising funds for Blind Veterans’
Llandudno centre, the Club was
celebrating its diamond jubilee and
decided to repeat that donation –
multiplied by 60.
At the same time as that first
donation was made, on the evening
that the Club’s charter was
presented, two further donations
were made. Brighton Boys’ Club
and Brighton Girls’ Club each
received £20 to cover the cost of
sending poor boys and girls to
summer camp. Much more recently,
the Club paid for twelve young carers
to spend a few days at an outdoor
activity centre.

Brighton Lions also claim (or should
that be confess?) to have introduced
bingo as a money-raising activity to
England. The Territorial Army drill hall
was hired every Friday evening and as
many as 500 people would turn up to
play. Nowadays the Club organizes
bingo evenings at retirement homes as
a service activity.
A service activity that became a fundraiser is the annual fireworks display.
It started in 1952 when the members
of the Club agreed to pool their
fireworks and put on a display at the
Brighton Girls’ Orphanage. These
continued until the mid-1960s, since
then the display has been a public
affair with an admission charge. It
was once rated by the Sunday Times
as one of the top ten displays in the
country, and is the Club’s main
fund-raiser.
On the health front, the Club makes
substantial annual donations to the
local hospice and has supported the
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››

›› Sussex Multiple Sclerosis Treatment Centre

with several donations to purchase new
equipment or make repairs. Following a
successful day or screening for prostate cancer,
plans are being made for a repeat.
The Club arranged outings for disadvantaged
children for many years, but these days, with
greater awareness of vulnerable persons,
whole classes from local primary schools are
given educational trips to a zoo park or, at
Christmas, to a pantomime. Children in
hospitals are remembered; Lion members
wrap up gifts of toys which the Club
mascot delivers.
RECENT ACTIVITY
• The Club regularly spends £30,000 or more
in a year but the loss of the fireworks display
in 2014 meant that the last year has been a
time of austerity. Nonetheless, the year
started with the purchase of a special tricycle
for a girl suffering from cerebral palsy and
epilepsy followed very quickly by the
purchase of an electric wheelchair for a blind
man who had been paralysed. Later in the
year, together with Rottingdean & Saltdean
Lions, a neighbouring Club, another electric
wheelchair was bought, this time to enable a
teenager to attend sixth-form college and,
hopefully, university. White goods and
furniture have also been bought for needy
people, along with a thousand pounds worth
of supplies for a food bank.

PICTURED: Presentation of a
new wheelchair for Elle Deveson

• Message in a Bottle is actively promoted,
spectacles are collected for recycling and
many schools in the city have been given
LifeSkills material. Rotas are in place for
members to provide transport for blind and
partially-sighted people and stroke sufferers
to their respective social activities.
• An It’s a Knockout day for people with
various disabilities is organised with other
Clubs in the Zone, and they team up with
Adur East, another neighbouring Club, to run
Santa’s grotto at a garden centre.

PICTURED: It's a Knockout

• Last spring, a Leo Club was sponsored at
Roedean, a girls’ boarding school, which
already has 27 members.
• The Club twinned with Freedom District
Lions of Maryland some years ago and is
now planning to twin with Schleissheim Lions
in Bavaria. Visits have been made by the
German Lions to Brighton and a group from
Brighton made a trip to Bavaria last summer.
At the age of 65, most of us are beginning to
wind down somewhat, but Brighton Lions Club
is as busy as ever it has been.

www.lionsclubs.co

PICTURED: Schleissheim
Lions, Bavaria
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Brighton Lion’s Club
Multi-Million Project
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Each issue this section will
focus on a Club, their history
and what they’ve been up to
recently. To appear on this
page, please encourage your
President or Press and
PR Officer to email
lion.editor@lionsclubs.co
with information and
photographs (in a high
resolution JPEG format).

Ken Carlisle, a Brighton bank
manager, always ensured his Lions
badge was pinned to his jacket, but
little did he realise that it would lead
to a multi-million service project for
his club!
It was in 1964 that a customer at
Ken’s bank asked him about the badge
in his lapel. Ken told her about
Brighton Lions Club and, in particular,
a recent project in which the Club had
established Brighton Lions Housing
Society Ltd. The principal object of
the Society was to provide
accommodation for elderly residents
of Brighton at affordable rents. Only
members of Brighton Lions Club could
be shareholders, and there would be
no dividends paid or distributions
made, all profits being retained to
expand the work of the Society, which
had already bought a house and
converted it into six flats. Impressed,
the customer told Ken
that if the Club could find a plot of
land, she would donate funds to
enable the Housing Society to build a
block of flats.
A suitable site, owned by Brighton
Corporation, was found and the
Corporation was persuaded to grant a
99-year lease at an annual rent of £5.
Approval had to be obtained from the
Ministry of Housing, which was at first
unwilling to agree, pointing out that
the market rent for the site would be
£480 and that the Corporation would
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PICTURED: 1962 Lion
House opening. President
Dick Hackett, Edwin
Lonsdale with Leo the Lion

therefore be subsidising Brighton Lions
Housing Society. However, a Lion
blessed with a silver tongue explained
to the Ministry that the Housing
Society would be relieving the Council
of the need to subsidise the housing of
several elderly people and would
actually be saving the Corporation
money. The Ministry eventually gave
way. Construction of a block of 12
flats started in 1967 and the block was
opened in 1968.
Under the terms of the lease,
construction of further flats had to be
started within five years. Annual
surpluses in the Housing Society had
been retained with a view to building
the next block of flats but by 1971; it

was plain that the Society needed
more funds. However, the Corporation
agreed to grant a mortgage and
construction of the second block, this
one consisting of eighteen flats, which
started in 1971. It was opened in
1972 and the whole complex was
known as Lions Court.
Then in 1975 the Housing Society was
offered the opportunity to buy part of
the large garden of a house for well
below the market value of the land,
stipulating that it must be used for
housing for the elderly. That
stipulation, of course, was no problem
for the Housing Society. The Society
had the funds to buy the land at the
discounted price of £10,000 but it was
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››

necessary to raise a mortgage to build
›› the
six one-bedroomed bungalows
that were to become known as
Lions Gardens.
It is not very often that a recession is
good news – but that of the early
1990s was good for the Housing
Society. A developer building a block
of flats ran into financial difficulties and
the Society was able to buy the partlycompleted block from the bank, who
had repossessed it. The developer
was paid to finish the construction, and
the Society opened Lions Dene in
1993. As well as providing 37 flats,
part of Lions Dene was let to a doctors’
practice for use as a surgery and it
was also possible to incorporate a
meeting room for the Lions Club.
Over the next few years, the Housing
Society made substantial inroads into
the mortgage on Lions Dene and
continued building up its reserves.
Another development would soon be
viable and the search for a suitable
site was under way.
Long drawn-out negotiations ended
with the Society agreeing to buy part
of a plot of land previously used as the
sports ground for the Alliance Building
Society. Planning permission having
been obtained for a block of 40 flats,
later amended to 42 flats, the Society
agreed to buy the land and finance the
construction of the flats. Lions Gate
was opened in 2004.
Six years of negotiations came to an
end late in 2015 when the City Council
agreed to sell the freehold of the Lions
Court site to the Society, thereby
providing the Society with security of
tenure and strengthening the balance
sheet at a stroke.
That balance sheet strengthening
would be important as the Society will
soon be needing to borrow more
money. The owners of the house
whose garden had been sold to the
Society for the construction of
bungalows were looking to sell and the
Society has bought the house with a
view to redeveloping both it and Lions
Gardens. If planning permission is
obtained, a block of 29 flats will be
built. This will bring the number of
flats in the Society’s ownership to 138.
The portfolio will be worth possibly as
much as £15 million – and it all started
with a question about a Lions badge!
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Charity Duck Race
Kenilworth Lion’s annual Charity
Duck Race on Boxing is a nationallyfamous event, and this year again
saw huge crowds turn out in Abbey
Fields, Kenilworth for the pleasure of
watching 1,500 small plastic ducks
racing each other for charity!
With all the recent rain the brook
was flowing quite fast, so the start
to finish time for the winning ducks
was around ten minutes, possibly a
record. This year’s event achieved
unprecedented levels of coverage on
local BBC Radio Coventry &
Warwickshire with two interviews in
the weeks leading up to the event
and live commentary from the race
on the day itself. Tickets were sold
in advance of the day and at the
race itself. Sales were at a near alltime high with each duck’s number
being sold many times over!
The event is a big money-spinner
for Kenilworth Lions, raising many
thousands of pounds each year.
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FREE Sport, Leisure,
Spa & Craft Tuition

May 4 Night
Midweek breaks
from £244pp
Full Board

TheManor
House

&

Ashbury
Hotels

The Only Sport, Craft & Spa
Hotels in the UK

Great Value, Full Board activity breaks
in the heart of Devon.
FREE FACILITIES For All Residents
Bowls
Table Tennis
5-A-Side
Basketball

Racket Sports
Tennis
Badminton
Squash
Short Tennis

Leisure
Swimming
Hydro Spas
Snooker
Ten-Pin

Family
Funhouse
Gamezone
Waterslides
Play Area

Ranges

Archery
Air Pistols
Air Rifles
Lasers

PLUS FREE Golf on 7x18 hole course options

H

yd FR
ro EE
Sp
a!

PLUS unique Craft Centre featuring 17 tutored crafts, including Pottery & Woodwork*

*material costs apply

Sports

FREE Hydro Spas
Featuring Saunas, Steam
Room, Hydro Pool,
Relaxation Loungers & more
- available for all residents!

0800 955 0295 sportsandleisurebreaks.co.uk

GET BEHIND THE

DAFFODIL

THIS MARCH
Good luck, Lions!

The donations you collect will help Marie
Curie Nurses give care and support when
families need it most. Your support will be
appreciated by thousands of people.

Sign up to Host
a collection

mariecurie.org.uk/lions

Thank you for your time and good luck
with your collection.

Charity reg no. 207994 (England & Wales),
SC038731 (Scotland) A992

world

Lions Critical to Relief in
Nepal After Earthquake
Known locally as the “Gorkha”
earthquake, it killed more than 9,000
people and injured 23,000. Entire
villages were leveled, historic sites
were damaged or demolished, and
nearly 8 million people were left
homeless. Compounding the disaster,
landslides and avalanches soon
followed, including an avalanche on
Mt. Everest. This was the worst
natural disaster to hit Nepal in nearly
a century. Though experts had
warned for decades that Nepal was
vulnerable to a deadly earthquake,
the country was woefully unprepared.
Right after the first earthquake, Lions
Clubs International Foundation (LCIF)
awarded a US$100,000 Major
Catastrophe grant to the Lions of
Nepal. Major Catastrophe Grants
provide significant funds for disasters
with major international impact and
can be used to address both
immediate and long-term needs.
More than 1,500 Nepalese Lions were
at a district conference when the
initial tremors started. These local
Lion leaders formed a committee to
organise relief efforts, collecting
whatever materials they could find.
Lions were able to quickly assemble
relief kits, which included rice, salt
and mattresses. European Lions sent
water purification tools, and Indian
Lions sent tarps and solar lights. The
Lions of Bangladesh sent 7,000
blankets, and the Lions of Gujrat in
Pakistan provided 5,000 relief kits.
Packing centres were established in
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Gorkha, Dhading and Nuwakot so the
kits could be distributed.
Though many of them were victims
themselves, the Lions of Nepal
immediately went to work. The Lions
quickly realised that the community
blood supply was insufficient to keep
up with the increasing demand. They
organised blood drives, collecting
more than 4,000 pints of blood in a
single day. The collection quickly
surpassed storage capacity at many
blood banks.
Within three days, clubs throughout
Nepal were engaged in relief
operations. Just as materials were
running low, more began to arrive.
Working together, Lions established
additional packing centers at
Kathmandu, Nepalguj, Butwal,
Narayanghat, Pokhara, Birganj,
Janakpur and Biratnagar. In addition
to the rice, salt and mattresses,
these centres packed tarps, noodles,
blankets and other materials. Teams
of Lions distributed more than 17,000
relief kits in the affected areas,
serving individuals, families, schools
and health centres.

››

A 7.8 magnitude earthquake rocked
Nepal last April 25. Two weeks later,
another 7.4 magnitude earthquake
struck the country, and thousands of
aftershocks continued to rattle the
region in the following months. This
devastating series of earthquakes
shook the country’s infrastructure
and the spirit of the Nepalese people.

PICTURED: Shambhu Bahadur Bhandari,
76, gratefully receives food from Lions

Heavy rains poured down in the
days following the earthquake, so
the tarps included in the relief kits
provided much-needed shelter.
Lions built shelters in several
communities and even served
meals there. Many people were
reluctant to re-enter their homes,
afraid another earthquake or
aftershock could destroy any
building that might still be standing;
they slept outside in tents and
makeshift camps.
With the funds from LCIF and the
concentration of Lions in Nepal,
gathering supplies was not the most
difficult part of the relief operations.
The difficulty came in getting the
supplies from the packing centres to
the victims. Nepal is a mountainous
country with many isolated
communities, so moving supplies
through the rugged terrain
presented a serious challenge. Many
of the residents had to come down
from the mountains to collect their
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PICTURED: Villagers carry
relief materials from Lions to
their homes

kits. Lions also used helicopters to
deliver supplies to the most remote
areas. On the way back to the
packing centres, those helicopters
transported people who needed
medical attention.
“When we reached the places others
had not yet reached, the people
welcomed us with open arms. It
looked like they were smiling for the
first time since the quake,” says
Lion Pankaj Pradhan, a past council
chairperson of Multiple District 325.
“All of them shared their hardship
stories with us. Through their
heartbreaking stories, we could see
their resilience. They were
extremely grateful for our support.”
Getting people to load, unload and
carry relief supplies proved
problematic, so local Lions did most
of the work themselves. Lions
carried materials on foot to areas
that were not accessible to
automobiles, working amidst the
tremors and aftershocks to ensure
that critical supplies made it to the
people who needed them. Lions
were even working in the area of
the second earthquake’s epicenter,
but the Nepalese Lions continued
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on, undeterred by the risks to their
own safety.
Ten days after the initial tremors,
local Lions reached Danuar Basti in
the Sidhupalchowk district. Until
then, no other relief agencies had
reached this remote area.
The Lions saw utter destruction when
they arrived, with many people
wearing the white garments
traditionally worn by those mourning
the loss of family members. People
were huddled under improvised
shelters and in dire need of
assistance. Lions provided relief kits
with tents and blankets, and victims
received medical attention at a
nearby health camp.
Amidst the ruins, life went on. For
some, life was just beginning. Phool
Maya Tamang gave birth to a healthy
baby girl in the Lions camp.
Understanding this precious gift of
life, the Lions helped Phool and her
baby move to a sturdy shelter where
they could safely await a more
permanent home.

local Lions club was the first to offer
any assistance to his village. He
approached the Lions with tears in
his eyes, a bag of food in one hand
and blanket and tent in the other.
He hugged the Lions and expressed
his gratitude that his two young
grandchildren could eat while he
continued searching for food
and shelter.
Lions also established health camps,
donated medicine to area hospitals
and helped with sanitation efforts.
They are working closely with the
government on plans for
reconstruction, which currently
include building 1,000 houses and 50
schools, all of which are now required
to be resistant to an earthquake.
In total, LCIF mobilised more than
US$5 million for both immediate relief
needs and long-term reconstruction
efforts. The Lions of Nepal, alongside
LCIF, are committed to rebuilding the
country and will continue working
until the job is done.

Shambhu Bahadur Bhandari, 76, had
watched helicopters fly over his
village, but none came to help. The
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EUROPA FORUM
2015

With all the activity happening in our
own Multiple District my article on
the Europa Forum has been
somewhat waylaid. However, after
an exciting week in Augsburg here is
my report and a few snapshots of
the event held 8th – 11th
October 2015.

REFUGEE CRISIS

For example, in 2006, 22,016
refugees landed in Italy, 10,026 of
that number requested asylum. In
2014, 170,100 refugees landed in
Italy, 64,886 of that number
requested asylum. That’s an 87.4%
increase in refugees arriving and an
84.5% increase in refugees seeking
asylum. That’s a staggering amount
of people who need food, water,
medical attention and shelter. Often,
many had been forced to spend all of
their savings to get to Europe.
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IPIP Joe Preston states, ‘A solution to
the Syrian refugee situation falls
upon governments around the world
to solve through diplomatic measures
and mutual cooperation. Until a
solution can be found our concern
should be focused on the displaced
refugees and how we as Lions can
help provide basic necessities and
bring dignity to those in need. Clubs
that donate to LCIF will help to
alleviate some of the suffering.’
Since the Europa Forum, LCIF had
allocated US$200,000 dollars as an
emergency disaster grant. LCIF is
also collecting donations through the
Disaster Relief Fund to assist those
affected by this crisis. These funds
will go toward grants to Lions clubs

and districts that are working to
support the immediate needs of
refugees. If funding allows, longerterm, large-scale projects may also
be considered. To make a donation to
the visit www.lcif.org.
WATER
During the Europa forum, I spent a lot
of my time listening and learning of
ways that drinking water can be
provided to those who cannot access
it, such as those in refugee camps.
I found the WaSH project to have an
inspiring approach, where, with a little
help from Lions, people can help
themselves. WaSH stands for Water
PICTURED: Paul in Nepal

››

As expected, one of the main topics
discussed was how LCIF can help the
refugee crisis. What became
apparent during the presentations
given, was the magnitude of the civil
war and countries affected. The sheer
number of people travelling away
from areas affected by civil war to
European countries was clearly
something governments were not
prepared for.

What’s more, the four million
refugees that remain in the camps in
the surrounding areas, such as
Lebanon and Turkey are in a far
worse position. Many are wounded
and vulnerable to further bombings.
Norwegian Lions, joined by the
Icelandic and Swedish Lions, have
been focusing their efforts on sending
aid to these camps. They have
donated clothes and shoes to help
the children get through the winter
months. They have also insured that
3,060 children can now go to school
within these camps, giving them
a future.

››

World
Sanitation Hygiene Filtration Units.
These units have been sent out all
over the world to areas such as Haiti,
Nepal and Uganda, where
environmental disasters have caused
huge sanitation problems, especially
to drinking water.
There are many different types of
filtration units available but all are
based on the same principle that the
water collected is filtered without the
use of chemicals to remove bacteria
and viruses. Many Lions will be
familiar with the Lifesaver Jerry Can
that is suitable for immediate use in
emergencies. However, as Jerry Cans
work using high pressure, they
require much more maintenance than
some of the ‘long-term’ units which
work at a lower pressure.

“

››

››

Water borne
diseases kill more
children than
malaria and aids
put together

”

For example, the Ultra-Low Pressure
Ultra Filtration (ULPUF) or “Paul” as it
has been named is an example of
how nanoscience can be used to solve
a global problem. Water flows through
a synthetic membrane with 0-100nm
gaps allowing water to pass but
inhibiting 99.99% of bacteria and
viruses from passing. This system
works under low pressure, i.e. just
using gravity, meaning it requires
very low maintenance. The unit just
needs to be connected to a raw water
tank and left to filter for 24 hours
before it is ready to use. The dirt, or
“cake layer”, that remains on the top
of the membrane, becomes an active

filtration layer which actually
increases the removal of viruses as
they would stick to the “cake layer”
better than the membrane. Once it
becomes too heavy, the dirt would fall
to the bottom where it can be flushed
away. Paul can provide clean, safe
drinking water for 320 people a day.
LION’S QUEST AND MEMBERSHIP

PICTURED: Another example of a low
maintenance filtration unit is the Bio-sand
filter as depicted in the diagram

attitudes and beliefs regarding
substance abuse and violence, lowers
rates of disciplinary problems, lowers
risk of dropping out of school and
decreases use of alcohol, tobacco and
other drugs.

Another key point raised at the
Europa Forum was membership, and
its decline over the years. With many
members aging, it is vital that Lion
clubs attract new members to ensure
the good work is continued. One of
the ways that this can be achieved is
by implementing Lion’s Quest.

By reaching out to children and young
adults in the community, Lionism can
teach them important life skills that
will help them to grow into successful
adults who will want to give back to
their community hopefully as a Lion
or friend of a Lion club.

Over the past 25 years, program
developers, school districts,
universities and independent research
firms have conducted program
evaluations which indicate that the
Lions Quest program improves
achievement test scores, changes

Aside from the informative
conferences and seminars, the Europa
Form was a fantastic opportunity to
see Augsburg and to meet and greet
other Lions, both nationally and
internationally. It was a superb event
that was all over too quickly!

PHOTOGRAPHY CREDIT: SVEND DUE MIKKELSEN, EDITOR LION MAGAZINE DENMARK
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Christmas 2015
It may be the February/March issue but the (many!)
Christmas stories and pictures that have been sent in
are just too good not to print! Over the next three
pages you’ll read and see the hard work the Lions of
MD105 have been up to over the seasonal period.

LIONS CLUB OF GILLINGHAM,
MERE AND SHAFTESBURY
GMS Lions brought Santa to locals’ doorsteps raising nearly
£4000. Christmas should be a community affair, and the
GMS Lions Christmas float is an embodiment of that,
trumpeting the commencement of the Christmas season, it
pulls the community together.

BECCLES AND DISTRICT LIONS CLUB
Lion President, Keith Moore said “I’m amazed at the
generous giving each year by the people of Beccles and
again this year is no exception. It was better than last
year’s. As a Lions Club we offer help to those less fortunate
within the local community, therefore we do rely heavily on
gifts and donations from the public, especially in
December, as it’s our busiest time for fund raising. The
people of Beccles have once again excelled themselves in
their response, demonstrating what Christmas is all about a time for sharing and helping others. Through this
generous giving, Beccles Lions will be able to offer even
more help and support to those in the community that
need it the most - both young and old.”

NEWRY LIONS CLUB
Newry Lions Club delivered over 130 Christmas dinners to
those most in need on Christmas Day. This service is
provided free by Newry Lions Club. The traditional hot
meals of turkey and ham and Christmas pudding, were
delivered to the homes all across Newry and Mourne from
Crossmaglen in South Armagh to Kilkeel in Down. Hot
meals are delivered to the recipients’ doors well within an
hour and are most appreciated. In some cases, the
recipients live alone and that is the only visitor they will
have that day, so the volunteers spend some time with
them to deliver Christmas cheer.

CAMBORNE REDRUTH & DISTRICT LIONS
The Camborne Redruth
and District Lions have
had a very successful
Christmas period of fund
raising for their charity
account that amounted to
a total of £1,815 from the
Christmas Fayre,
Christmas Grand Draw
Raffle, Santa’s Grotto and
a food collection.
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IRONBRIDGE & SEVERN GORGE LIONS
One of Telford’s best known and loved
annual visitors is taking a well-earned
rest after a busy festive season.

SOUTHAM AND DISTRICT LIONS
Southam Lions are extremely proud to announce that the
Father Christmas Float which went out to the local villages
and Southam in the fortnight leading up to Christmas
amassed a staggering £6,328.97! This is the most they
have ever raised since the year 2000 (and they have been
doing this for over 40 years!).

As well as visiting local children on
Christmas Eve, Santa assisted
members of Ironbridge and Severn
Gorge Lions throughout the month of
December. Travelling with them
through many miles of Telford’s
residential streets in his sleigh and
visiting all the major supermarkets in
the area, Santa helped Ironbridge
Lions to raise more than £4,500 in the run-up to
Christmas, all of which will go to supporting worthy causes.

LIONS CLUB OF TRING

This wonderful total has been distributed to the two chosen
charities, Teenage Cancer Trust and the Junior Diabetes
Research Fund.
“We have been astounded by the generosity of the people
of Southam & District and we hope that in some way we
have brought the meaning of Christmas to all that we met
during this hectic time. We are sure that other clubs will
have similar tales, but two particular mentions to Father
Christmas are worthy of note: One young child when asked
what she was expecting to receive told Santa that she
wanted her mother to be happy, and another child wanted
world peace and felt that Father Christmas was the only
one who could achieve it! It left a lump in your throat and
goes to show that Christmas for children is not just about
Lego and mobile phones.”
Lions Publicity Officer Peter Guy
SOUTHBOROUGH AND DISTRICT LIONS CLUB
The people of Southborough, Royal
Tunbridge Wells, High Brooms,
Bidborough and Langton Green have
again been very generous. After over
33 years of collecting at Christmas,
they raised the magnificent sum of
over £5,300. Their first ‘Winter Fayre’,
kicked off the festive season and was
followed by three weeks of street and
static collecting in Southborough and
Royal Tunbridge Wells.

For a number of years the Lions Club of Tring has been
organising a community Christmas Carol Concert on
Christmas Eve. This is seen by many families who attend
as the start of Christmas. The event is co-ordinated by Lion
Derek Grant who has developed the event to the extent
that nearly 800 people attended this year. Although they
don’t charge for the event, they received £996 in donations
(they have had many people offering to make it up to
£1000!). The music was kindly provided by the Vale
Symphonic Woodband.
The main beneficiary of this year’s event is the Little
Princess Trust who provide real hair wigs for children
undergoing chemotherapy. They will receive £800, enough
to make two wigs.

WORCESTER LIONS
In one day Santa and his
crew in their Christmas
sleigh managed to raise
well over £1,000!

››

Lion Peter Mersh
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›› KENILWORTH LIONS

On the Saturday before Christmas, Kenilworth Lions
organised their traditional Carol Concert in the beautiful
and historic surrounding of Kenilworth Castle. The event
has become a firm fixture in the town’s calendar, and this
year the weather was reasonably kind to us, resulting in a
record attendance of nearly 1,000 people. Music was
provided by the Salvation Army Band, the choir of St.
Augustine’s Primary School, Kenilworth and singers from
St. John’s Church, Kenilworth. Honoured guests included
MP Jeremy Wright and his family, the chair of Warwick
District council and the Mayor of Kenilworth. This is an
event that is put on each year largely as a “thank you” to
the people of Kenilworth for their support over the year,
with children admitted free and a nominal charge for adults
to help cover the costs.

BALSALL COMMON LIONS
Balsall Common Lions Santa Sleigh run was another great
success thanks to the people of Balsall Common, Berkswell
and surrounding areas for their kind generosity. They
collected over £6,500, the majority of which will go to local
good causes. Santa and his sleigh travelled over 50 miles
and his elves walked approximately 470 miles in total.
They visited around 3,800 houses, spoke to over 2,000
children and many ‘grown ups’ and were greeted by quite a
few dogs as well!
RUGBY ROKEBY CHRISTMAS FLOAT

COVENTRY LEOFRIC LIONS
Lion Malcolm Knowles and his wife Sue helped with
providing Christmas meals over Christmas Eve, Christmas
Day and Boxing Day to over 120 homeless people in
Coventry. They cooked a three-course dinner for 120-150
people each day, and Malcom also acted as shelter
manager on a few occasions when the regular manager
had to leave the centre due to emergencies. They provided
overnight accommodation for 50 people Malcom and Sue
are looking forward to doing it all again this year. To find
out more visit www.coventryopenchristmas

August 2015 saw work
start on stripping down the
tired well-used Christmas
Float in preparation for a
complete rebuild ready for
the Christmas collections.
Thanks mainly to Lions
George King, Dennis
Langdon and Tony
Haddrell, the finished work
was unveiled well in time for its trips around the streets of
Rugby and its weekend visits to the local supermarkets.
SHIRLEY LIONS
Like most clubs in
the District, the run
up to Christmas
tends to be the
busiest time of the
year for Shirley
Lions. Residential
roads of Shirley in
the evenings and at various supermarkets on the Saturdays
and Sundays. This year they collected the magnificent sum
of £8,600.50 and just as importantly handed out over
3,000 lollies to local children as they saw Santa.
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Feeding the Community
The Lions Club of Bletchley would
like to thank the customers of
Morrison’s Westgate and Tesco’s
Bletchley for their generosity in
donating food and money. At
Morrison’s Westgate, 7 large
shopping trolleys of food and a total
of £243 were donated. One person
donated almost a full trolley of food
and another family with four
children, each child had a small
shopping basket with food into
donate.’ With ‘who donated a
shopping basket each. Customers at
Tesco’s Bletchley donated 20 large
shopping trolleys of food and a
total of £321 into the money
collecting boxes.
The food and money will be used by
The Food Cupboard in Bletchley. The
Food Cupboard is managed by St
Mary’s Church in Bletchley who
answer to the request for food

www.lionsclubs.co

parcels from the Milton Keynes
Children’s Social Services. Over the
years, the Food Cupboard has
become a prime unbiased source
upon which these professional people
call for emergency short-term
support for families in need.
Food is delivered directly to the door
of every recipient family, with no cost
to themselves. The service is
provided through voluntary donation;
be it food, time or financial support.
There are two food packs distributed
by Food Cupboard: one which
provides the basic food needed to
feed a family of four for one week
and one for a small family, (single
parent and baby or very young child
(with nappies and baby milk/food as
required). The packs include nonperishable, frozen and fresh food. An
adjustment is made for family size

by increasing or decreasing the
frozen and fresh food. Larger families
may well receive a ‘double pack’
made up of two complete packs.
During 2014 they delivered 261 food
parcels which helped feed 316 adults
and 504 children, of which 79 were
babies who received the additional
support of nappies and baby
food/milk. This is very close to an
average of one parcel a day
throughout the year.
For Christmas, the Food Cupboard
provided hampers with festive food
and four or five individually wrapped
and labelled presents for every
member of designated families.

If you’d like to support the Food
Cupboard, please visit
www.stmarysbletchley.org/
community/food-cupboard
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Where There’s a Need
There’s a Lion

PICTURED: A Lancashire village

Storm Desmond brought very heavy
and sustained rainfall from early
December and further storms
resulted in a large number of
communities in North West England
experiencing significant flooding.
Thousands of homes had to be
evacuated and many villages were
cut off for many days. Much farmland
was also flooded needing large
movements of livestock to higher
ground. Many victims could not be
insured for damage and businesses
had to cease trading. This was then
followed by heavy rainfall in parts of
Scotland and the North East of
England. The misery that this has
caused is incalculable.
Lions Clubs moved quickly to wade in
and offer what assistance they could.
In some areas a local flood plan was
already in existence and in others it
was left to the Lions to coordinate
relief programmes. In District BN,
clubs in the affected areas widened
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their area of relief to villages and
towns without a Lion Club. A Disaster
Committee was formed headed by
District Governor Mike Bagnall and
an appeal for funding was sent out.
An immediate grant was received
from Multiple District funds and local
appeals followed. Many clubs outside
the affected areas had street
collections and the public were
very generous.
Many clubs got involved in the relief
work. Many were ‘hands on’ filling
sandbags and assisting the rescue
services. There was an immediate
need for dehumidifiers, heaters,
buckets, brushes, mops, hot food
and water. Some clubs replaced
cookers and washing machines and
items of furniture. Whalley and
District Lions took over the Village
Hall as a central point for villagers
who needed help. Local MP Lion Nigel
Evans turned up most days to assist
and reported the good work done by

Lions Clubs when he addressed the
House of Commons. Nigel is a
member of the Palace of Westminster
Lions Club. Lion President Gillian
Darbyshire and many of her club
spent the whole of Christmas
distributing goods and coordinating
the efforts of almost 1000 volunteers
in the village.
Keswick, Penrith and Kendal Lions
were also very much ‘hands on’ in
their respective communities and
further afield. Keswick Lions also
extended help to Carlisle which no
longer has a Lions Club but he made
sure that they were made aware that
they were in need of one! So many
Lions gave their time and performed
heroic deeds that their communities
will never forget. Lancaster and
Morecambe, Radcliffe and Whitefield,
Accrington, Bury, Bolton,
Littleborough, Rochdale Lions Clubs
all proved that they were up to the
mark when they were called upon.
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PICTURED: Todmorden Road,
looking back towards Littleborough

PICTURED: Washing machines are
go! Radcliffe and Whitefield Lions

››

Apologies, if some have clubs have been
missed, but they know who they are!
Thousands of people came forward to
help. Lions Clubs throughout the Multiple
District gave generously to the appeal for
funds. There was a sense of a wartime
spirit which existed in all the areas
affected. Rotary and the Mason’s
collaborated with the Lions by providing
cash and transport. Pensioners gave a
week’s pension to the appeal. Businesses
gave their services for free. A baker even
travelled 150 miles to deliver fresh bread
to residents of Keswick. All free of charge.
There are lots of stories but too many for
this article.
It will take some time before victim’s lives
can return to normal. The Lions will
continue to support them appropriately.
Much has been learnt much from this
experience and there will be a debrief in
April to maximise all lessons learned. It
may not be the last time we have to deal
with such a disaster.
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PICTURED: Floods reached
2 metres in places
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PICTURED: Rescuers paddling up
Church Street, Littleborough. One
or two of the business have still
not been able to continue trading
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Centennial
Update:
‘Touchstone’
Stories Released
One hundred stories tell the centuryold story of Lions Clubs International
(LCI). In advance of the centennial of
Lions Clubs in 2017, LCI has written
100 “Touchstone” stories that, in sum,
describe what Lions are all about. The
stories run the gamut: from Leader
Dogs, Leos and Lions Quest to Melvin
Jones, Helen Keller and Jimmy Carter.
The stories detail the founding and
expansion of Lions, the various
service projects of Lions worldwide
and the culture of camaraderie and
fun that permeates clubs. The
following Touchstone story and the
history of the emblem on P39, as well
as the other 98 are available at
lions100.org. Each month the LION
will include a Touchstone story as well
as the latest centennial news.
LIONS RECYCLE FOR SIGHT
The World Health Organization
estimates that more than 150 million
people suffer from blurred vision due
to uncorrected refractive errors such
as nearsightedness or farsightedness.
The inability to see clearly can prevent
children from learning in school,
adults from finding work or staying
employed and older adults from living
independently. Often, a simple pair of
eyeglasses can bring the world into
focus, but a lack of access to basic
care prevents many people in
developing nations from getting the
treatment they need. Cost is also an
issue; a pair of glasses may cost as
much as a month’s wages.
However, with the help of Lions
around the world and the Recycle for
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Sight program, LCI is bringing clear
vision to millions, one pair of glasses
at a time.

England collected more than 20,000
pairs of glasses for those with vision
impairment in India.

Through Recycle for Sight, Lions
collect new and gently used
eyeglasses and sunglasses in
collection bins at a variety of locations
in their communities: libraries,
doctors’ offices, schools, sidewalks,
banks and retail stores. The glasses
are then shipped to the nearest Lions
Eyeglass Recycling Center, where
employees or volunteers sort the
glasses, clean them and determine
their prescription strength. After
carefully packaging the refurbished
spectacles, Lions store them until they
can be distributed through
humanitarian missions to
developing nations.

In 1994, Lions Clubs turned their
longtime efforts into an official
programme under the name Recycle
for Sight. With a common identity and
common format, the program has
continued to expand.

Lions and professional eye care
specialists sometimes screen
thousands of children and adults
during sight missions, providing
them—free of charge—with
prescription lenses, frames and
ultimately a better quality of life.
Lions also distribute recycled glasses
to nonprofit organisations focused on
eye care, as well as to optometry
college groups, religious organisations
and military assistance groups.
Eyeglass recycling, one of the most
popular activities for Lions around the
world, dates back to the 1930s.
Similar to today, Lions gathered
glasses in their communities and gave
them to those most in need. For
example, in the early 1960s, the
Hayes & Harlington Lions Club in

Each year, Lions collect about 30
million pairs of glasses. Clubs in
Australia and Japan annually send
500,000 pairs of glasses to six
recycling centres in Australia. Over
the past decade, more than 3.5
million pairs of eyeglasses from these
centres have been shipped to
locations including India, the Middle
East and tiny islands in Indonesia. By
employing people from local
correctional facilities, several of the
centers are fostering rehabilitation by
teaching skills that people can use
after they leave prison.
The Tokyo Sangenjaya Lions Club
partnered with a national retailer to
collect glasses for Australia’s recycling
centres in 2013. “Seeing Lions work in
packaging these eyeglass, I realise
how much we consume and throw
away that is still in usable or even
perfect condition,” says one local
businessman. “These eyeglasses will
change someone’s life.”
“Thank you,” a 94-year-old man in
Honduras cried after receiving a
pair of Lions recycled glasses. “I can
now read my Bible—the first time in
15 years.”
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PICTURED: For more than 80 years,
Lions have been collecting, sorting
and cleaning eyeglasses, and
distributing them to those in need
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The Brickwall Hotel
The Green, Sedlescombe, Battle, East Sussex TN33 0QA
T: 01424 870253 E: info@brickwallhotel.com
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OUR WINTER PROMOTION!
Special price cut, our early Christmas present to you.
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1st Night £130.00. 2nd Night £115.00. 3rd Night £100.00
(Inclusive of Three Course Dinner, Full English breakfast & VAT)
PRICES ARE BASED FOR 2 PEOPLE (Inclusive of Three Course Dinner, Full English breakfast & VAT)
Children Under 10 - £25.00 each. 11 and over £35.00
EXCLUDES ALL BANK HOLIDAYS & CHRISTMAS
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History of the Emblem

Why is Lions’ cherished emblem so recognizable and memorable?
One reason is that Lions are almost
everywhere around the globe, and
Lions proudly wear, display and apply
the brand on nearly everything. The
emblem resonates because it brings
up timeless associations with the
image of the lion itself—strength,
courage, action and fidelity.
When the Lions Clubs International
was founded in 1917, Lions displayed
both their pride and their sense
of humour in creating the first
Lions emblem.
As for their pride, the lion in the
emblem was based on a famous
painting by the 19th century French
artist Rosa Bonheur of a regal lion
at rest in the wild. The painting’s
title, Old Monarch, became the
nickname for Lions’ earliest
members and clubs.
As for their humour, the first emblem
was also a pun. The emblem
depicted the lion holding a club in its
mouth with the word “international”
emblazoned on the club. The play on
the words ”lion” and “club” and
“international” was clever, but by
1919 Lions asked its members to
come up with a more polished logo.
Flooded with submissions from Lions
members who were also amateur

artists, Lions decided to form a
committee at the 1919 International
Convention in Chicago to acquire a
proper, professional logo. The
committee turned to Maurice Blink, a
Chicago commercial artist and
founding member. Blink created a
sketch of circle with an “L” in the
center and two lions’ heads in profile
looking in opposite directions.
The Lions board of directors
approved Blink’s design in April
1920. Melvin Jones explained its
meaning. The emblem, Jones said,
“represents a lion facing the past
with pride and the future with
confidence, looking in all directions
to render service."

PICTURED: Rosa Bonheur’s Old Monarch.

In the earliest full-color expressions
of Blink’s design, the twin lions
looked a lot more like real lions
with wavy dark brown manes,
glowing eyes, and ferociously
sharp, white teeth. Over the
years, the lions became less
fierce as the logo was
standardized to promote
consistent use worldwide.
Refreshed and updated again
in the early 21st century, the
emblem will likely serve for many
more decades to come. And why
not? It works.

The current Lions
emblem traces its
roots back to 1920
when Maurice Blink, a
Chicago commercial
artist and founding
member, created the
initial design.

www.lionsclubs.co
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PID Phil Nathan,
Chair of the Centennial
Committee
The MD’s programme for the
Association’s Centennial was formally
launched at the 2015 MD
Convention, where it was very
well received.
The programme that has been
developed with representatives from
all 13 Districts, is not intended to be
a dictat from on high or even
prescriptive; it is about developing a
framework that every Club can
participate in. As one Lion said: ‘I
like it all, I want to be involved in
them all, there is something for
every Club, regardless of size.’
Our Centennial Programme is not
about the numbers, it is about the
service and the people, the
numbers are merely a benchmark
against which we can
gauge progress.
The following few paragraphs
highlight just a few of the amazing
things that are taking place and will
contribute to both the MD and
International programmes:
Diabetic Screenings: the Lions of
105I, Ireland, recently conducted
7,900 diabetic screenings at the
National Ploughing Championships;
in 2014 they did 7,200. That is
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15,000 in just two years, 15% of
the MD Centennial Target of
100,000 screenings.
But, 15,000 lives that have been
touched: 15,000 lives that have
either been given the all clear at
the time of testing or, more
importantly, referred for further
medical treatment.
Legacy Project; the question has
been asked ‘is there to be a
Centenary Legacy project’. The
collective view from the MD &
District teams is that ‘tree and bulb
planting’ be considered our ‘legacy
projects’. These can be long term
projects, maintained and sustained
by Clubs over many years. With a
suitable plaque in place to note the
donation/creation of a planted
area the memory of the centenary
will continue.
Telford Club have obtained £1,000
sponsorship from Veolia
Environmental to enable the
purchase of 10,000 bulbs for
planting in the community.
London Marathon: Chester Lions
Club has magnificently donated 10
bonds that guarantee 10 places in
the 2017 London Marathon. These

have been gifted to the Centennial
cause but funds raised will be
ring-fenced for the BVUK appeal;
BVUK are celebrated their
Centenary in 2015.
This is a huge PR opportunity on its
own. A meeting has already taken
between the Centennial Team,
Chester Lions Club and BVUK and I
am going to meet with Nick Caplan,
CEO BVUK, after the 2016 Marathon.
PDG Elaine Kitchen has circulated an
email seeking runners; we have 18
months to get ready fellow Lions!
‘Young Leaders in Service’; one of
the Centennial Challenges is to
achieve 100,000 hours of service
through this programme involving
young people. MD Officer Sally
Marsh is monitoring and collating the
hours of service that are being put
in. How many hours: a few hundred,
a few thousand perhaps?
We launched the MD Centennial
Programme at the MD Convention at
the beginning of May 2015; in the 5
months since then, to the end of
September 2015 an astonishing
21,993 hours of service have been
completed by our YLIS participants.
Recording: Yes, I know, MyLCI! But,
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Lions community
in the Districts with a number of good
›› Clubs
ideas being proposed.
The District Officers and team have really put
a lot of effort into their specific remits and
the plan is taking shape; momentum is
building and will be encouraged and
developed.
This huge opportunity is only with us briefly
and we need to use the Centennial to
promote membership and retention ensuring
new clubs are developed in communities
where we are not currently represented.
More clubs, more members, more “Service”.
This is the best opportunity we have had to
invest in our future for many years.

These are the MD Centennial Challenges and
the leads for each project.

››

if we want the world to know what we
do, the service we put in and the
benefits we bring to our
communities, we have to record it.
Council Chairman Simon Moss &
Council Secretary Andy Pemberton
have developed a reporting process
for MyLCI that Clubs can access to
input their centenary activities; this
will also align with reporting centenary
activities for LCI so avoiding the need
for ‘double input’.

Batteries Recycling

Ron Cross

Blood Donations

Phil Robinson

Contact with the Elderly

John O’Donovan

Clear a Path

Margaret Riley

Diabetic Screening

Brenda Wood

Diabetes Walk

Geoff Leeder & Chris Hibbert

Feed the Hungry

Elaine Kitchen

Flower/Bulb Planting (Flower display) Judith Goodchild
Hearing Aid Recycling

Penny Tregillus

Hearing Dogs

Shirley Vaughan

LEHP

Brenda Wood

An online advice/ guidance manual is
being finalised for all clubs to see ‘how
to’ (How2) what to do, how to do it,
when to participate in the bigger
projects, and how to report.

MIAB

Roy Chambers

Prostate Screening

Patrick Hamblin/John Mack

Sea Lions – Endangered Species

Bryan & Margaret Riley

Spectacles Collection/Recycling

Julia & Bill O’Neill

Promotion: let’s promote ourselves
throughout the Centenary period. Polo
shirts, car window stickers, pins, roller
banners and other
material/memorabilia are
available through MDHQ or can be
ordered online.

Swimming Challenge

Evan Jones

Trees

Martin Morgan

Measles Vaccinations

Geoff Leeder

Young Leaders in Service - YLIS

Sally Marsh

Garden Party

David Firth

A Positive Approach: the reports I
receive from the respective MD &
District Officers contain examples of
excellent work going on and a lot of
forward planning. The collective
response at our October meeting was
enthusiastic and reported a lot of
positive feedback from Lions and

Marathons

Elaine Kitchen

Special Olympics Families Hosting

Margaret Riley

MJFs – recognising the Community

Geoff Leeder (MD LCIF Chair)

100 Years of Music

David Firth and committee

Blind Veterans (St Dunstan’s) UK

Centenary Link – Evan Jones

www.lionsclubs.co
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Peace Poster Competition
Winning Peace Poster for MD105

WIN

ER
105N-M

PICTURED: The winning peace
poster was created by 13 year old
Emily Lindsay who was sponsored by
Balsall Common Lions Club in 105-M

District Winning Peace Posters

105-BN Leyland & Cuerden Valley Lions Club
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105-BS Leek Lions Club

105-C Harrogate Lions Club

www.lionsclubs.co

105-SE Bexhill-on-Sea Lions Club

105-D Ringwood & Fordingbridge Lions Club

105-SW Minehead Lions Club

105-A High Wycombe Lions Club

105-E Grimsby Cleethorpes Lions Club

105-EA March Lions Club

www.lionsclubs.co

105-NE Tynedale Lions Club

The 2016-17 Peace Poster Theme is ‘A Celebration of Peace’ and the Peace Posters Kits will remain at £11.00 each plus P&P which will be available from MDHQ shortly

105-I Howth Sutton Lions Club

105-W Black Mountains Lions Club

February/March 2016
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DELEGATE FORM INSTRUCTIONS FOR

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
ARE YOU SERVING AS THE DELEGATE
FOR YOUR CLUB?
If yes, complete the Delegate/ Alternate Delegate form and
return the top portion to Lions Clubs International
Headquarters, to the attention of the Member Service
Center before 1st May 2016. Bring the bottom portion of
the form to the convention and present it when you arrive
to certify at the Certification area in the convention center.
Before sending the form, be sure a club officer (Club
President, Secretary or Treasurer) has signed the form and
printed their name on both halves as indicated on form.

Mail form to:
Lions Clubs International
ATTN: Member Service Center
300 W. 22nd Street
Oak Brook,
IL USA 60523-8842
Signed, scanned forms can be sent to:
memberservicecenter@lionsclubs.org
Fax: 630-571-1687
To certify for the election, you will also need to bring a
government-issued photo ID with your signature.

ARE YOU SERVING AS THE ALTERNATE
FOR YOUR CLUB?
If yes, do not mail your form. Bring the entire form to
convention. You will only need to come to the Certification
area in the event you are replacing a delegate. If you are
replacing a certified delegate, you will need your signed
International Convention Delegate/ Alternate Delegate
Form (alternate and officer signatures are required on the
form) along with the delegate’s gray copy of their
Credential Card. If you do not have both of these items or
are replacing a delegate who was not certified, you
need to bring an authorized signer with you to the
Certification area. A government-issued photo ID and
convention name badge will be required for the alternate
and officer.
If you have questions regarding this process, contact the
Member Service Center.

Email: memberservicecenter@lionsclubs.org
Phone: 1+630-203-3830
Fax: 1+630-571-1687
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INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
ALLOWABLE CLUB DELEGATE TABLE
Membership

Delegates Allowed

1-37

1

38-62

2

63-87

3

88-112

4

113-137

5

138-162

6

163-187

7

188-212

8

213-237

9

238-262

10

263-287

11

288-312

12

313-337

13

338-362

14

363-387

15

388-412

16

413-437

17

438-462

18

463-487

19

488-512

20

513-537

21

538-562

22

563-587

23

588-612

24

613-637

25

638-662

26

663-687

27

688-712

28

713-737

29

738-762

30

Delegate count is based on the club’s membership as shown
by the records of the international office on the first day of the
month last preceding the month in which the convention is
held as provided in Article VI, Section 2 of the International
constitution and Chapter XVII – Membership, Paragraph B.3.,
of the board Policy Manual.
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LCI COPY

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION DELEGATE / ALTERNATE DELEGATE FORM
(Mail to LCI before May 1, 2016)

LIONS CLUBS INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION - 2016 FUKUOKA, JAPAN
(Print clearly for quick processing)

Club Identification Number: ..........................................................................District: ..................................
Club Name: ........................................................................................City: ................................................
State: ....................................................................................Country: ....................................................
Select one:

n

n ALTERNATE DELEGATE

DELEGATE OR

______________________________________________

Member Number: ..........................................

____________________________________________

Print Delegate/ Alternate Delegate Name

Signature of Delegate/ Alternate Delegate

The undersigned hereby authorizes that the above named person is an active member and a duly selected Delegate/Alternate
Delegate of said Lions Club to the stated Convention of The International Association of Lions Clubs.

______________________________________________

____________________________________________

Print Officer Name

Signature of Club Officer

Before May 1, 2016, mail this portion to Lions Clubs International • Member Service Center • 300 W 22nd Street • Oak Brook,
IL 60523-8842 USA • Email: memberservicecenter@lionsclubs.org • Phone: 1+630-203-3830 • Fax: 1+630-571-1687

$

After May 1, BRING FORM TO THE CONVENTION

DELEGATE / ALTERNATE DELEGATE COPY

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION DELEGATE/ ALTERNATE DELEGATE FORM
(Bring this copy to the Convention)

LIONS CLUBS INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION - 2016 FUKUOKA, JAPAN
(Print clearly for quick processing)

Club Identification Number: ..........................................................................District: ..................................
Club Name: ........................................................................................City: ................................................
State: ....................................................................................Country: ....................................................
Select one:

n

DELEGATE OR

n ALTERNATE DELEGATE

______________________________________________
Print Delegate / Alternate Delegate Name

Member Number: ..........................................

____________________________________________
Signature of Delegate / Alternate Delegate

The undersigned hereby authorizes that the above named person is an active member and a duly selected Delegate/Alternate
Delegate of said Lions Club to the stated Convention of The International Association of Lions Clubs.

______________________________________________
Print Officer Name

www.lionsclubs.co

____________________________________________
Signature of Club Officer
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LION

Lions Clubs PR &
Marketing Toolkit
To help you to promote your club within your local
community, whether it is through Facebook, Twitter, or you
are looking for ways to promote your events or membership,
there is support and guidance as well as templates for
posters and leaflets, press releases, a library of images and
much more available at
www.lionsclubs.co/MembersNews/pr-and-marketing
As new resources are created they will be included into the
Toolkit, however, if you are looking for something specific,
please send an email to Mandy at: pr@lionsclubs.co

LIONS LABORATORY
Have you got an idea you would like to be shared with
other Lions Clubs? Please submit your suggestion via
www.lionsclubs.co/MembersNews/pr-andmarketing/ideas-laboratory

LIONS GIVING
Many of our Lions Clubs
national appeals are
shown on the new
website
www.lionsgiving.co.uk
These appeals link
directly to a Charities Aid
Donation web site where
100% of your donation
will benefit the charitable
projects highlighted
through this website.
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LIONS FORUM
Have you got something to say and would like to
speak with other members? There is now a Lions
members only forum – please join and have your say
www.lionsclubs.co/forum

LION

Lions community

Lifeskills
Since 1984, the Lions Clubs of the
British Isles and Ireland have been
financial supporters, endorsers and
partners of Tacade in providing
lifeskills based education initiatives
and resources for those working with
children and young people from the
ages of 3 to 19 years.

Tacade was a leading charitable
organisation in the United Kingdom
working in the field of personal,
social, health and citizenship
education. Established in
Manchester in 1969 as the
Teacher’s Advisory Council on
Alcohol and Drug Education,
Tacade was a pioneering force
promoting interactive participatory
health education. The work soon
developed beyond the school
setting to working with youth
organisations, the police and
prison service. The charity then
became known as the Advisory
Council on Alcohol and Drug
Education. During the 1970’s
the work expanded beyond
alcohol and drugs education to
other areas of personal, social
and health education and the
organisation became known
simply as Tacade.
Over 75% of the 28,000 primary
schools and more than 60% of the
6,683 secondary schools in the
United Kingdom utilise Tacade’s
resource material.
Partnership working was central to
the charity’s success and a
particularly important year was 1984,
as it established and developed a
strong effective alliance with Lions
Clubs International.

British Isles and Ireland were
successful in acquiring the stock
of publications, the publishing
rights and the intellectual property
of Tacade.

The relationship between the two
organisations proved to be mutually
beneficial and the development of an
active partnership was the natural
outcome of their collaboration and
co-operation for over 27 years.

As Tacade had been in existence
since 1969 and valued greatly the
customer base it served, now the
new organisation Lions MD105
Lifeskills are pleased to be in a
position to be able to continue with
the provision and development of
lifeskills based resources to address
the health and wellbeing for all
children and young people.

Unfortunately in 2012, Tacade
entered voluntary liquidation;
however the Lions Clubs of the

Lions Lifeskills have researched,
developed and provided a variety of
lifeskills based resources to address

www.lionsclubs.co

the health and wellbeing for all
children and young people from the
ages of 3-19 years old. As an
organisation we are proud to be
recognised in helping London’s
children to be healthy, happy
and achieve.

To learn more visit
www.lionslifeskills.co.uk
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Youth Exchange
On 3rd January 2016, two Australian
Youth Exchange girls, Emily and Grace,
arrived in 105SW to spend the week
with Worle Lions Sylvia & Keith Cook
as their host family. They had
previously spent two weeks in the UK,
the first with Lion Pauline Hodgkinson
and husband Bill (105BS) hosted over
Christmas and the second with Lions
Barry & Erica Collins (105BN) hosted
over New Year.
Prior to arriving in the UK, they had
also spent two weeks in Finland with
separate host families.
Shortly after their arrival, the girls
were introduced to Weston-super-Mare
and what a fantastic and busy
week ensued…
The first cultural trip was to Bath City
where they enjoyed Bath Abbey
and “taking the waters” in the
Roman Baths. It was then onto Cardiff,
Wales, for the second day of the
exchange. Cardiff Castle was a great
hit, as were the shops, of course!
The following day, they set off for the
smallest city in the UK, Wells, where
they were joined by Cheddar Vale
Lions, Judith, Marion and Theresa. A
walk around the Bishops Palace, the
amazing Wells Cathedral and then,
the market place where there were
stalls to browse.
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On the way to Wells, the girls couldn’t resist
taking a ride through Cheddar Gorge to
show the girls the fantastic scenery.
Wednesday evening was to be hosted by
Crewkerne Lions, organised by Vice DG
Lion Fred, Lion Wendy and Lion Lesley.
Unfortunately, due to an unfortunate
accident on the M5 motorway that day,
causing it to be closed, they could not
make it to Taunton where they had
arranged a ten pin bowling game at the
Hollywood Bowl. As an alternative, so as not
to disappoint the girls, they made it to the
Hollywood Bowl at Cribbs Causeway, Bristol.
The evening was hosted by Lions Bernie and
Clive Robinson of Worle Lions.
Thursday was hosted by Glastonbury &
Street Lions, Lion David Atkins and his wife
Cathy. The girls were shown around the
very different rural town, visited the
Glastonbury Tribunal Museum and explored
Glastonbury Abbey. Unfortunately, it was
too windy to walk up to Glastonbury Tor so
it was viewed from below! After a brief
lunch, courtesy of Glastonbury & Street
Lions, it was then on to Millfield School
where they were met by Lion Rod Speed
and treated to a very informative and
interesting tour round the School, meeting
up with the Principal who was also from
Australia! The highlight for the girls
was visiting the equestrian facility where
they made friends with some of the
students’ horses.
A great day that topped off by a fantastic
meal cooked by Catharine at their home in
Street. This was really appreciated by the
girls and made their week complete. It
was a great day, that was topped off by a
meal cooked by Catharine at their home
in Street.
At the end of a very busy, interesting and
enjoyable week, Lions Sylvia and Keith took
Emily and Grace to visit Stonehenge. They
were
then picked up by Lions Paul
Withers (MD105 Youth Exchange
Officer) and Lion Keith Mates,
both from 105SE, who were
transporting the girls to London
to join up with the rest of the
Australian YE Group, who had
all been in other European
countries, for their eventual
return to Australia on 12th
January 2016.

www.lionsclubs.co
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Trauma Teddies

For over 15 years Burgess Hill District Lions have
supplied 5” Trauma Teddies to their local South East
Coast Ambulance Station to give to children and though
they have had one or two notes from parents saying
thank you they have never had such a detailed one as
below. Roy is the local Clinical Operations Manager.
Dear Roy,
I am emailing to ask if you would
mind passing on my gratitude to
Burgess Hill District Lions Club.
Recently I was dispatched to a 4 year
old girl who was having difficulty in
breathing. Fortunately on my arrival it
was evident that the girl was not
suffering with any life threatening
breathing difficulties but she was
extremely scared and anxious about
having strange people in her living
room. Her parents quickly informed
me that she was petrified of doctors,
ambulance staff and anyone or
anything medical as she hid behind
the sofa screaming. We explained to
her parents that we would need to
examine her to assess her condition
but they told us that the only way to
do that would be to hold her down. I
explained that by doing that we were
likely to exacerbate any breathing
problems she may be experiencing
and also feed her fear of us.
Perhaps one hour later with great
difficulty we had managed to gain a

temperature and pulse rate reading.
From the limited observations we had
taken we surmised that it was likely
she was suffering with a chest
infection. We decided that A&E was
not the best place for this girl so an
appointment with her GP was made
for later that day, the only issue was
she had a high temperature and was
absolutely refusing to take
paracetamol despite our best efforts.
We really wanted her to take the
medication before we left her at
home but thought it was going to be
impossible until I remembered the
teddy bears that I had seen on
the ambulance.
I thought it was worth a long shot
and asked her if she liked teddy
bears. Her response knocked me
back, she LOVED teddy bears and
was asking if I had one. I told her
that I do have one for her but we can
only give them out to children who
take their medication. I explained
that I would go to the ambulance to
get it and if she had taken her 3
spoons of medication by the time I

was back I would give it to her. As I
returned she met me excitedly by the
front door asking for the bear. Sure
enough she had taken the medication
and so I gave her the teddy bear. I
haven't seen a child so delighted in
a while!
After this her whole attitude changed
and she was asking us about our
vehicle where I got him from and she
even asked if she could go and see it.
Thus we gave her a guided tour which
she was still a little uncertain of but
there was no way without that small
gift that she would have set foot onboard let alone take the
medication. She even waved us
goodbye as we left!
Therefore I want to send my
warmest thanks to Burgess Hill
District Lions Club for providing
the teddy bears for us to give to
young people. Dealing with
children can often be
challenging and as this incident
shows, having a small gift for
them can really make a positive
difference.

Josef Grzyb Paramedic
Burgess Hill
Ambulance Station
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Tonbridge Lions Club
becomes Dementia Friendly
Following a campaign to make
Tonbridge a more dementia friendly
community, 34 members of
Tonbridge Lions Club became
Dementia Friends.
Dementia Friends is a national
initiative run by the Alzheimer’s
Society and has been launched by
local business women Christine
Parker. The aim is to ensure people
living with dementia in Tonbridge feel
more understood and supported by
improving the understanding of the
condition in the local community.
Christine Parker said, “Dementia
affects people in communities across
the UK but unfortunately there is still
sometimes a stigma associated with
the condition which leads to sufferers

www.lionsclubs.co

feeling isolated and lonely. Here in
Tonbridge we now have a dedicated
group of Dementia Friends working
to make our community more
dementia friendly. I am delighted
with the support we have received
from Tonbridge Lions Club which has
helped us achieve so much in such a
short space of time with our number
of “Friends” growing every day”.
James Lark, President of Tonbridge
Lions Club, said “We are very pleased
to join and support such an
important cause in Tonbridge and I
urge other businesses and local
residents to get involved in any way
they can.”

the understanding of the condition.
This includes volunteering,
campaigning for change, visiting
family members and friends who live,
with dementia or simply being more
understanding and respectful
in public such as waiting in
shop queues.

For more information, or to
become a Dementia Friend visit
www.dementiafriends.org.uk

Dementia Friends are encouraged to
do a number of activities to improve
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Lions in Illinois Reduce
Risk of Diabetes
When District 1 J was considering
new ways to give back to their
suburban Chicago community, Lion
Jeri DiPasquale had an idea. At age
13, her son had been diagnosed
with juvenile diabetes, so her family
knew all too well the needs of the
diabetic community.
“As a parent, you always try to keep
your child safe,” says DiPasquale.
“You tell him not to run into the
street and not to touch the hot stove.
But a diagnosis of diabetes changes
everything. You suddenly hold your
child’s life in your hands. If you don’t
give him his shot, he’s going to die.”
PICTURED: Lion Jim Worden discusses
patient education with Julie Sanfilippo
(center), a health coach with the Diabetes
Prevention Program, and nurse Linda Voght,
a certified diabetes educator at Elmhurst
Memorial Healthcare.

››
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DiPasquale suggested to her club that
they support diabetes prevention.
The Lions of District 1 J teamed up
with Elmhurst Memorial Healthcare
(EMH) to develop a diabetes
prevention and lifestyle intervention
program by securing a $95,275 Core
4 Diabetes grant from Lions Clubs
International Foundation (LCIF). The
project prevents diabetes by
providing education and resources to
low-income adults at risk of
developing the disease.
“We never would have gotten
through this without the education
and support we got from Elmhurst
Memorial Healthcare,” says
DiPasquale. “Thank you, LCIF, for
making sure other families have
access to this vital resource.”
Diabetes is a growing epidemic in
both the United States and

worldwide. Some 29 million American
adults have diabetes. That includes
an estimated 7 million who do not
know that they have the disease,
according to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC).
Another 86 million Americans (more
than 33 percent of adults) have
prediabetes, which puts them at the
highest risk of developing diabetes
within the next five years. It is
predicted that one in three Americans
will have the disease by 2050 if
current trends continue.
Now, with the help of local Lions, the
new Diabetes Prevention and
Lifestyle Intervention Program at
EMH identifies underserved,
financially strained and high-risk
individuals who may have prediabetes. Those who screen positive
for prediabetes are offered a free
consultation with a diabetes educator
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DIABETES IN THE UK

››

at the hospital-based Learning
Center. They can choose to enroll in a
lifestyle-change program, based on
the CDC curriculum designed to
prevent or delay progression of
Type 2 diabetes.
The program aims to educate
participants with the ultimate goal of
reducing the prevalence of diabetes.
This is an expansive community
outreach program that helps
individuals identify their risks and
develop a plan to minimize them.
Local Lions are integral to the
success of the program. There are 64
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Lions clubs in District 1 J and more
than 2,300 members. The Lions
function as community ambassadors
by advocating for diabetes
prevention. They facilitate
informational meetings, help collect
health data such as weight and BMI
(Body Mass Index) measurements
from participants, and host
fundraising events.

The Lions of District 1 J are working
diligently to improve the health of
their community and prove that an
ounce of prevention is, indeed, worth
a pound of cure.

For information on how your
district can apply for a Core 4
Diabetes grant, visit lcif.org.

With the help of Lions and LCIF, the
target is for at least 65 percent of
participants to lose weight, maintain
that weight loss and experience a
stabilization of the blood glucose
level after completing the program.
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Lions Golf World Tour
The successful Lions Golf European
Championship 2015 in Andalusia
finalised the Lions’ golf year. Many
golfers participated from Germany,
Finland, Norway, Switzerland, Austria
and Italy. The harmonious group
enjoyed the excellent two golf
courses at the five star golf resort
El Rompido. In summer
temperatures, the golfing was a true
dream in December and the two
excursions to Seville and Huelva
were highly informative and very
much appreciated.
With the help of a new excellent
programme, all players were able to
admire their scores with their
photograph on the TV in the hotel bar
like the professionals would in a
world-class tournament.
The first three winners of the two
categories are as follows:
Category A (HCP 22.9 and better)

Winner: Angelo Maura, Italy (65 pts)
– Second: Franco Schileo, Italy (59
pts) - Third: Johann Hitzfelder,
Austria (57 pts)
Category B (HCP 36-23) Winner:
Rena Bolz, Germany (75 pts) Second: Elisabeth Mühlbacher,
Austria (69 pts) - Third: Helena
Seltmann, Germany (69 pts).
Lions Golf European Champion
2015 was the very sympathetic
Mikko Peltoniemi, who had travelled
from Finland with HCP 6.8. All
participants were awarded with
prizes and medals!

Foxhills, 24th - 26th June 2016

Foxhills is a luxury family hotel situated
on 400 acres of Surrey's peaceful countryside. We will play on
the famous Bernard Hunt Course.
Foxhills have staged a number
of prestigious tournaments
such as the European Tour’s
Tournament Players
Championship and the Tour’s
Qualifying School. Besides the
great accommodation, the
fantastic golf course and the
outstanding gala evening, we
also offer a social London City
Tour for all external visitors.
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• 21 – 28 February: Lions Golf World
Championship 2016 in Taiwan
• 11 - 16 April: Lions Golf Andalucia
Open 2016 in Spain - Andalucia
• 21 - 24 April: Lions Golf Barcelona
Open 2016 in Spain with Barcelona
City Tour
• 30 April - 4 May: Lions Golf Dolce
Fregate Open 2016 in Southern
France near Canne
• 13 - 15 May: Lions Golf Rome Open
2016 in Italy with Rome City Tour.

The Lions Golf World Team, Volker
Bernhardt and Luis Dominguez
Calderon would like to invite all Lions
and golfers to the first golf events of
the Lions Golf World Tour 2016, and
to book as soon as possible on
www.lionsgolf.info to benefit from
the early booking discounts.

Lions Golf London Open

LIONS GOLF WORLD
TOUR SEASON 2016

With the help of many sponsors and
raffle donations, Lions Golf raised
$225,000 for the Lions Clubs
International Foundation in 2015.
The money went into the measles fund
meaning that 225,000 children can now
be vaccinated against the disease.

Lions Golf
Andalucia Open
Sotogrande – Andalusia
11th - 16th April 2016

Right in the centre of Europe`s Golf Mecca,
the 27 holes Almenara golf course is
located just a few “drives” of Valderrama,
award-winning as best golf course of
Europe and Ryder Cup destination 1997.
With pines, cork oaks and water each
Almenara golf course has its own face.
To book your place at either event visit
www.lionsgolf.info or e-mail Dr. Volker
Bernhardt at charity@drgolf.info.
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LCIF Enjoys a Banner Year
As chairperson of Lions Clubs
International Foundation
(LCIF), I am honored to
present to you some of my
favorite stories from the 20142015 Annual Report. These
stories highlight the personal
impact our Foundation made
last year. Congratulations to
Past International President
Barry Palmer on a fantastic
year of service and to you,
Lions, for your unwavering
support of our Foundation!

Joe Preston
LCIF Chairperson 2015-2016
Immediate Past International
President

A MESSAGE FROM THE
CHAIRPERSON
Lions, you never cease to amaze me.
When I became chairperson of Lions
Clubs International Foundation, I
expected to spend the year
encouraging you to follow your
dreams. Instead, you spent the year
inspiring me with your selfless
service and generous hearts. Thank
you to all who supported LCIF this
past year. I have seen firsthand the
impact you have made, and I know
now just how much Lions and LCIF
can accomplish together.
Without your kindness and
generosity, there would be more
children at risk for drug use, fewer
children would have access to lifesaving vaccines, the fear of blinding
disease would be a reality for more
people and there would be less
support for people in need following

disasters. Every day, you live up to
our “We Serve” motto. You continue
to prove that love and compassion
can overcome fear and isolation.
Every day, you make our world a
better place and give people
everywhere the tools they need to
realize their dreams.
Together with our partners, we are
making significant strides and
impacting more lives than we could
alone. Alongside Gavi, the Vaccine
Alliance and the Measles & Rubella
Initiative, we have prevented
millions of measles deaths. Working
with the World Health Organization,
we are getting closer to eliminating
preventable causes of blindness. Our
partnerships with Johnson & Johnson
Vision Care Companies and VSP
Global are bringing eye health to
more children than ever before. In
collaboration with the United Nations
Office on Drugs and Crime, Lions
Quest is expanding in Europe,
bringing positive life skills to youths
in even more countries.
These partnerships are incredibly
valuable, but LCIF could not
accomplish any of these feats
without the commitment of Lions
around the world. This report will
give you a glimpse at the dreams
that we have turned into realities
this year. As you read this report,
look back on the projects and
programs that have given you such
pride and give careful consideration
to how you and your club will
continue to make dreams come true
in the future.

PICTURED: LCIF Chairperson
Palmer assists with disaster
relief in Thailand

www.lionsclubs.co

Barry J. Palmer
LCIF Chairperson, 2014-2015
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severe behavior disorders such as
attention deficit hyperactive disorder,
bipolar disorder, severe depression,
conduct disorder and oppositional
defiant disorder. It uses the Lions
Quest Skills for Adolescents
curriculum for its Personal
Development class, which is required
each day in each classroom.

PICTURED: LCIF built this
school in Rio Blanco

››

IMPROVING LOCAL
COMMUNITIES
Through its Humanitarian grants, LCIF
provides matching funds to support
Lions’ efforts to improve vital public
service institutions and programmes
in their local communities.
In Guatemala, Rio Blanco’s
elementary school was struggling to
accommodate its 100 students, and
offered only one toilet for students
and staff to share. The Lions of
District 114-M in Austria secured a
US$51,000 standard grant from LCIF
to construct a new school building
with four classrooms, a sports area,
functioning restrooms and a storage
room. Situated on land, donated to
the municipality of Joyabaj, the school
is owned by the people of
Rio Blanco.

“The Lions make education possible,
and education means hope for a
future. We are very proud
and thankful.”

SUPPORTING YOUTH
LCIF’s Lions Quest programme
teaches character education, bullying
prevention, drug awareness and
service-learning to students through
grade 12.
Cooper Village in Omaha, Nebraska, is
a juvenile residential psychiatric
treatment facility for students with

“We love the curriculum because it is
much more than drug prevention
education,” says Ruth Woll, a Lions
Quest teacher formerly at Cooper
Village. “It starts with lessons on how
to communicate effectively if students
want to be heard in a positive way,
which so many of our kids need. They
get to know each other and learn how
to talk respectfully to each other.
Then it moves on to showing kids the
importance of self-confidence with
lessons designed to show them how
special they are and help them build
self-confidence.
“So many of our students come to us
having had little success in schools,
their homes and the community. I
love the way the curriculum helps the
students build their emotional and
social skills. Each unit has great
lessons designed to teach students
about emotions and how to positively

››

The Austrian Lions ran a successful
fundraising campaign, raising more
than US$110,000. Funds raised by
the Lions that weren’t used for
construction were put into a
scholarship fund to help the school’s
top graduates attend secondary
school in the provincial capital.
“I appreciate the generosity of Lions
for financing that primary school for
our students here in Rio Blanco,”
says Florencio Carrascosa, the mayor
of Joyabaj.
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PICTURED: Lions Quest
teaches character education
in schools
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deal with them, all designed to help
kids have better lives.

PICTURED: LCIF is reducing
deaths from measles

“I smile each time I think of Andy*, a
known gang member. When one
student picked on another, Andy
reminded him that he didn’t “have to
blow out John’s* candle to make his
burn brighter.”
“The service-learning unit concerned
me because our students live behind
locked doors and are placed with us
because they are not ready to be
released into the community. They
were excited, and I was pleasantly
surprised by their talents and sense of
responsibility when they tried to teach
each other how to check and change
the transmission fluid in a staff
member’s car.”
“The lessons are vital and too often
absent from these kids’ lives. The
lessons not only teach the dangers of
drugs but also teach and help them
practice daily the skills needed to
make positive choices in their lives.
Making learning fun and hands-on is
how we reach our difficult population,
so this curriculum is perfect for us.”

one-on-one and also using
megaphones to relate the importance
of immunisation. Lions also worked
with the Ministry as it carried out a
number of public health interventions
in conjunction with African Vaccination
Week including vaccination clinics. By
the end of the week, 141 Lions had
assisted Ministry medical teams in
vaccinating more than 7,850 children.
“Lions were foot soldiers,
spearheading publicity, distributing
fliers and displaying banners, and
helped with crowd control,” says Past
District Governor Christine Kasonde of
Zambia. “Where there is a need, there
is a Lion!”

“The solutions to cure diseases lay not
only in medicine, but also in the
attitude towards the community. LCIF,
thank you very much for your support
of our community.”—Dr. Juan Carlos
Terán, Quito los Olivos Medical
Center, Ecuador
“When I was told that a surgery camp
would be organized, I was pregnant.
Two days after the delivery, I decided
to get operated and my husband
brought me to the health centre on
our donkey. Now my eye doesn’t
make me suffer and I can take care of
my baby.”—Mariam, trichiasis surgery
beneficiary, Chad.

*Names changed to protect privacy.
PROVIDING DISASTER RELIEF
COMBATING MEASLES
LCIF provides financial and volunteer
support to reduce measles deaths
worldwide by increasing access to
measles immunisation where it is
needed most.
The Lions of Zambia participated in
African Vaccination Week for the
second time, in close partnership with
the local Ministry of Community
Development, Mother and Child
Health. Lions printed and distributed
20,000 fliers all across the country.
The Lions used the week as a platform
to educate parents about vaccines and
to discuss with families the importance
of routine immunization. They visited
homes, markets and bus stops,
interacting with community members

www.lionsclubs.co

The LCIF Emergency grant
programme provides financial support
to Lions and other partners engaged
in disaster response and recovery
efforts. Major Catastrophe Grants
provide significant funds for
catastrophes with major international
impact. See pages 26 and 27 to find
out how Lions helped Nepal after the
devastating earthquake last April.

IN THEIR OWN WORDS
“Thank you, Lions Clubs of Brazil.
Thank you for believing in us as
athletes. Thank you for giving us
opportunities to shine. You may be
surprised, but you will not be
disappointed!”—Leticia Elias, athlete,
Special Olympics Brazil.

PICTURED: Mariam

DIGITAL LION
Read the complete LCIF Annual Report
at www.lionmagazine.org.
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OBITUARIES
These Lions of our Multiple District have recently left us. We honour their memory and
the contribution they made in their Lionistic service for the good of others.

BARTHOLEMEW: Lion Gerry (76) MJF
Chipping Sodbury Lions sadly report the
passing of Lion Gerry, past Secretary and
President and last surviving charter member
from 1970. Despite health issues he
remained an active member ably supported
by his wife Joyce. Gerry was committed
lifelong to youth as a volunteer and in his
work. He will be greatly missed.

FIDGETT: Lion John MJF
Nuneaton Lions are sad to announce the
passing of Lion John on 10th December
2015. Lion John was Club President in
1978/79 and 1988/89 before serving a
term as Zone Chairman in 1993. He
dedication to Lionism was rewarded with a
Melvyn Jones Fellowship in 2005. He will
be greatly missed.

HHH
BENNETT: PDG Lion George (BMA) MJF
Minster Lions Club. A Lion for 27 years,
George had been President, District
Membership/Leadership Chairman, District
Leadership, District GLT, and MD Membership
Chairman. He encouraged, motivated and
supported others in his own little way. He
will be sadly missed, but remembered for his
‘magic moments, when that special
something brought a tear to your eye’.
HHH
CAULFIELD: Lion Martin (64)
Winslow Lions Club. A member since 1983,
and President twice, had a real zest for life.
Sadly, Martin left us in March 2015, with no
opportunity to enjoy retirement with his wife
Pat and their family. Of great humour, and a
friend to everyone. He enjoyed music, golf
and gadgets. He leaves those who knew him,
long lasting and cherished memories.
HHH
CHAPLIN: Lion Brian
Lions Club of Clacton on Sea. It is with great
sadness that we have to advise that Lion
Brian Chaplin, a member for 14 years, has
lost his brave fight against cancer and died
in St. Helena Hospice. Our thoughts go to
Annette and their daughters.

HHH
GANDHI: Lion Dhansukhbhai
Southall Lions are saddened to announce the
sudden death of Lion Dhansukh following a
stroke. He served the club for over 30 years
offering his support in various activities. He
was actively involved in his community
affairs as well. We extend our deepest
sympathy to his family.
HHH
HICKS: Lion David (81)
Morpeth Lions Club. Past President David
joined the Club in 1974, was our longest
serving member and had a wonderful smile
and sense of humour. His talents in
carpentry and engineering were often
called upon by the Club. He will be sadly
missed and our thoughts are with Jean and
the family.
HHH
IVES: Lion Elaine (74) MJF
Birchwood Lions report the passing of Lion
Elaine. A beautiful person inside and out and
who worked tirelessly for the benefit of
others. She joined Birchwood Lions in
1995.Words alone cannot describe how
much she will be missed by her family,
fellow Lions and friends.
HHH

HHH
CORBETT: Lion Anthony
Anthony, ‘Tony' Corbett, was a Charter
Member of Bray Lions Club when it was
established in 1987. He played a key role in
the early development of the Club and was
prominent in the organisation of inaugural
projects including a Senior Citizens Party,
distribution of Christmas Dinners and the
annual Food Appeal. He was
President 1997/98.
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Send in obituaries to
lion.editor@lionsclubs.co
Please make sure they are
no longer than 50 words
(after the Lion’s name and
Club) to guarantee that
they are published in full.

JOHN: Lion Glyn (73) MJF
Cheddar Vale Lions Club. Glyn joined
Tavistock Lions in 1985 and was President in
1992. He was also President of Glantawe
Lions Club 2004-2006, as well as
Convention Chairman of 105SW for 5 years
and Sergeant at Arms for 3 years. A true
Lion who will be remembered for his
dedication and the setting up of Tree of
Light projects.

HHH
LETHBRIDGE: PDG Lion Brian (86) MJF
Sidmouth Lions Club (previously Torquay
Lions). It is sad to report the passing of
PDG Brian, who had been a Lion since
1969. During his years of service he was
always a very active and dedicated Lion.
As District Governor of 105SW (1983/84)
he introduced the Brian Lethbridge Cup to
at the SW District Youth Football
competition. He will be sadly missed.
HHH
MACKAY: Lion Lachlan (59) MJF
City of Edinburgh Lions Club. Lion Lachlan
began his service in Aberdeen Lions Club.
He served as President of the City of
Edinburgh Club from 1990-1991 and 20072009. He also served as Zone Chair twice,
and on the District Cabinet as editor of the
District Newsletter Spotlight and many
other roles for over 15 years. He will be
sorely missed.
HHH
MCALLISTER: Lion Michael
Newry Lions Club. Michael was a member
of Newry Lions since 1990 and was a very
active President of the Club in 2014-2015.
Despite his illness, Michael was active in
the Club until October / November 2015
and always had a positive outlook. He will
be greatly missed by all. At his funeral, the
Newry lions Club formed a “Guard
of Honour”.
HHH
MCGAHON: Lion Richard
Richard 'Dick' McGahon, who died tragically
in a traffic accident, was a member of Bray

www.lionsclubs.co

Lions Club for over 25 years. He hosted
early meetings of the newly-established
Club and played a full role in all of its
diverse activities. He served as Club
President 1993/94. Over the past decade,
Dick was the principal organiser of the
Lions Senior Citizens holiday in Trabolgan,
Co. Cork.

STANBRIDGE: Lion Pauline (Polly) MJF
Southampton Solent Lions regret to
announce the passing of Lion Polly. A Lion
since 1997, she immediately became Fund
Raising Chairman and later served with great
pride as President. Polly was awarded a
Melvin Jones Fellowship by her fellow Lions
recognising her services to her Club.

HHH

HHH

MORRIS: Lion Ray
Matlock Derwent Valley Lions Club. A long
standing Lion, Ray proudly received his 35
year chevron only two months ago.
President of the Club three times he was
also a previous Deputy District Governor.
Unable to fully participate in Club matters
in recent years he was still proud to wear
his pin and kept in touch.

THORN: Lion Douglas (89)
Lions Club of Exeter West. Douglas Thorn
spent most of his life in the small Dartmoor
town of Chagford where he was postmaster
for many years. He was a bachelor who
devoted his life to service in the community
and beyond through many organisations
including Lions at both Chagford (their last
President) and Exeter West.

HHH

HHH

MULTIMER: Lion Edward (Ted)
Littleborough & District Lions Club.
Members sadly reported the death of Lion
Ted. During his 25 years as a Lion, Ted
has worked hard for our Club and the local
community. Whilst sad at Ted’s passing,
we all feel privileged to have known and
worked with him. Our thoughts are with
his family.

TREBILCOCK: Lion David (88) MJF
Horley Lions. David was their longest serving
member of 49 years, he was Treasurer for 23
years, President in 1974 and 1981, as well as
a stint as Secretary. He never shied away
from volunteering, having also supported the
Citizen’s Advice Bureau in Horley. He had a
wicked sense of humour and often made
everyone laugh.

STEPHENS: Lion Malcolm (70)
It is with great sadness that Lions Club of
Burgess Hill District announce the passing of
Lion Malcolm. He is a Past President of the
club and was currently serving as Treasurer.
This is a sad loss of a dedicated Lion to the
club and community.
HHH
WILD: PDG Lion Ken (83) MJF
Skipton & Craven Lions Club. IDuring his
term as 105C District Governor (2012/13),
Skipton & Craven Lions was put in status-quo
rather than closed, which he brought back
into service with his wife once he had
finished his term. Serving as guiding Lion,
Ken ensured that MIAB, the Peace Poster
Competition and other Lion initiatives were
promoted including Speech and Hearing, for
which he was a District Officer.
HHH
WILSON: Lion Dick
Lions Club of Castle Point. It is with great
sadness we announce the passing of Lion
Dick Wilson. Lion Dick despite his blindness
was President of the Club some years ago
and continued to support Club activities and
meetings until recently. He will be greatly
missed by his family and his club.

HHH
PAISLEY: Lion Keith (99)
Brecon Lions Club are sad to report the
passing of Life Member and Club stalwart
Lion Keith Paisley who would have been
100 on the 6th March 2016. He will be
sadly missed. We extend our deepest
sympathy to his family.
HHH
SCOTT: Richard (71) MJF
Ballynahinch Lions Club. Lion
Richard continued to work tirelessly
for Lions causes while dealing with his
illness in an admirably dignified manner.
Past President, past Treasurer and
founder/administrator of the Club website,
Lion Richard will be greatly missed for his
diligence and motivational skills. A true
Lion who lived up to our motto,
‘We Serve’.
HHH
SCUTT: PDG Lion Bernard John (89)
Lion Bernard died comfortably and at
peace in hospital on Sunday 20th Dec
2015. He will be missed by his many
friends all over the world. Husband of
Olive who died in 2008 he is survived by
his three children Brenda, Alan and Jackie,
five grandchildren and a great grandson.
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A LASTING LEGACY
Once you have provided for loved ones,
please consider leaving a gift in your
Will to help LIBRA tackle blood disorders
and cancers.
Legacies help ensure the Haematology
Department at King’s College Hospital
has the funding required to develop new
lifesaving treatments, so your gift really
will benefit generations to come.
To request our legacies leaﬂet please call 01428 656283 or email info@libralionscharity.org

www.libralionscharity.org 07795 255393

WRAPPED GROTTO TOYS

&

FUNDRAISING ITEMS
All year round we have a large range of soft toys
and items ideal for prizes and fundraising events. We also specialise
in wrapped Christmas gifts from just £1.00 each ex VAT, wrapped
in quality gift wrap and labelled for Santa and his helpers.
QUOTE LIONMAG FOR £10 OFF YOUR 1st ORDER OF £175 OR MORE from
www.andersonswholesale.co.uk ✶ www.wrappedgrottotoys.co.uk
Please call or email us to chat about your requirements for any forthcoming events.
info@andersonswholesale.co.uk ✶ 01842 824505 ✶ info@wrappedgrottotoys.co.uk

A WEBSITE
FOR YOUR CLUB
•

HOME

•

ABOUT US

•

EVENTS

•

MEMBERS AREA

•

- CHRISTMAS ROTA

•

www.club-sites.co.uk

Your own domain name
Design includes your logo and colours
On-line page editing for multiple users
Easy to use calendar-of-events
Rota management for members
An email address for each member

- IMAGE GALLERY
CONTACT US

£60+VAT per year

REGISTER NOW TO START YOUR WEBSITE TODAY

Contact Lion Tom Sayers
T: 01252 516838
E: talk2@club-sites.co.uk

WHY NOT ADVERTISE IN THE LION MAGAZINE?
Official Licensed Suppliers of

Embroidered & Printed
Lions Clothing

Polo, Sweat, Rugby, Business & T Shirts, Fleece, Jackets,
Jumpers, Hats, Caps, Aprons, Chefs jackets, Hi-Vis garments.

www.logosew.co.uk

01283 542271

Email: image@logosew.co.uk

CONTACT JAYNE NOTLEY

01778 391189
jaynen@warnersgroup.co.uk

Lion cLassifieds

MISCELLANEOUS

HOLIDAYS
UNITED KINGDOM

PORTUGAL

CORNWALL –PERRANPORTH

CENTRAL ALGARVE, PERA

Luxury caravan within walking

4 bedroom, 3 bathroom villa in quiet

distance of beach. Peaceful site,

village. Own pool. Maid service.

central for exploring Cornwall.

2 kms from sea. Restaurants nearby.
Close to golf courses. Also winter lets.

Tel: 01872 571572.
www.acaravanincornwall.com

122631

WOOLACOMBE, NORTH DEVON
Ilfracombe Lions holiday home
for the disabled. Sleeps five. Two

Contact Lion Gerry Hartgrove
on 01327 340740.
sandghartgrove@btinternet.com

117194

SRI LANKA
SRI LANKA NEAR AIRPORT

bedrooms plus sofabed. Golden

2 Bedroom luxury home, Exotic

Coast Holiday Village. Swimming

plantation, Mini lake on 3 acre estate.

pools, bars, restaurants. Details:

Tel: Lion Charmini 01403 730683

01271 864865

Email: charmini@coconutsprings.net

Email: jillyco@hotmail.co.uk

129423

Full details on www.coconutsprings.net

MISCELLANEOUS
HOLIDAY BUNGALOW
Visit www. oxwich-gower.wales

Superb detached, two-bedroom self-catering
bungalow Oxwich Bay, Gower,
Near Swansea, South Wales.

Owned by Lions Ian Gott 07970 808584
& Lion Keith Lawrence 01454 317430
Email info@oxwich-gower.wales

Authors invited to submit
manuscripts all categories

New Authors welcome
A.H. STOCKWELL LTD,
Dept. 578, Ilfracombe,
Devon, EX34 8BA.
Tel 01271 862557
www.ahstockwell.co.uk

FOR ALL YOUR LIONS CLUB CLOTHING
Friendly service tailored
to your clubs needs

Publishers for over 100 Years

Polo shirts, Fleeces, Pullovers
High viz (for kids and adults) etc.

PERSONAL APPEARANCES

Contact Margaret Kingdon on
01769 572727
maritime-motifs@hotmail.co.uk
Southley Road, South Molton,
North Devon. EX36 4BL

Tel: 01623 406896

MAJORCA

BOOK PUBLISHING

Celebrities supplied for:
● After Dinner Speeches ● Personal Appearances ●
● Conferences ● Golf Days ● Sportsmen’s Dinners ●
● Television and Radio Commercials ● Product Launches ●
● All Sporting & Corporate Events ●
Let us arrange the speaker/celebrity for your function.
We are experts in this field with over
forty years of experience.
Call us for a quotation and/or a list of celebrity clients.

20 North Mount, 1147-1161 High Road,
Whetstone, London N20 0PH

Telephone: 020 8343 7748

SPRING SUNSHINE IN MAJORCA

Email: patsy@personalappearances.biz
Website: www.personalappearances.biz

15 minutes from Palma, 2 bedroomed
apartment in the prestige port of
Puerto Portals. 2 minute walk to

Best quality
mascot costumess
FREE
at guaranteed DELIVERY
when you
menti
lowest price
this adve on

beaches, restaurants and shops –
Tel. 0034 690 671151
Tel. 01789 490447

rt.

Email – elaine.pearson6@icloud.com
441358

www.lionsclubs.co

web: www.mascotcostumes.co.uk
scotcostumes co
email: info@mascotcostumes.co.uk

To advertise your holiday in
Lion magazine please contact
Jayne Notley on 01778 391189
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Crossword

EASTER CROSSWORD
Across

Down

1

2. Dutch spring flower
3. Fast moving air

1. Winged amimals
3. Temperature in spring

2

4. Rain protection

5. Spring month

7. A season

6. Spring month

9. Yellow spring flower

8. Game played with a bat and ball

3

11. Appears after a rain

10. April showers bring May _________________

14. Spring month

12. Type of weather

15. Spring bird

13. Spring month

17. Small formations of water

16. The beginning of flowers

18. __________________ savings time

4

5

6

7
8
9

10

11

13

12
14
15

16

17
18
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The best products for all
your fundraising needs!

Serving Lions Club
International for
over 35 years.

SPECIAL
NT
10% DISCOU
OFF LIONS
TOMBOLA
GAMES

“PDK’s Lion Tombola Games are perfect for raising
funds and raising our Lions Club’s proﬁle.
proﬁle. We bought
22 tombola games from PDK in one year, raising nearly
£3,000 for our Club” Great Yarmouth Lions Club

Visit our website for a wide range of fundraising ideas

www.pdk.co.uk

Free catalogue available: sales@pdk.co.uk or 01392 332841

TRAVEL INSURANCE

Arranged by Golfguard

ANNUAL EUROPEAN COVER from £49
ANNUAL WORLDWIDE COVER from £73
WORLDWIDE
CE
GOLF INSURAN
COVER ALSO
AVAILABLE

The premium depends on the age, with cover being
available up to 79 years subject to medical acceptance
TRAVEL THE WORLD AND ENJOY 10% DISCOUNT
OFF ANNUAL PREMIUMS WHICH WE OFFER
TO LIONS AND THEIR FAMILIES

We can also arrange single trip cover,
including cruises, for up to 120 days and no upper age limit.

For details of annual and single trip cover

call us on 0800 581 801

or visit www.golfguard.com
Offer available until 31/05/16. A copy of full terms and conditions is available on request.
Golfguard Ltd. is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

